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ORIGIN

1927 was a significant year in the history of the regeneration of the country.
In the same year in which the Congress, in its momentous Madras Session, declared 1 
complete Independence as the goal of the national movement, seeds were also sown for 
the growth of those cultural forces which would sustain and render effective and 
meaningful the attainment of national freedom. The session of the Indian National 
Congress in December 1927 included a'n All-India Music Conference at the conclusion 
of which a resolution was passed urging the formation of a permanent institution to 
promote the cause of music. In pursuance of that resolution, the Music Academy, 
Madras, was founded by the Executive o f , the Reception Committee and formally 
inaugurated by Sir C. P. Ramaswami Iyer in the autumn of 1928. Ever since, the 
Academy has been ceaselessly endeavouring for the advancement of the science and 
art of music.

EXECUTIVE

Dr. U. Rama Rao was the founder-President of the Academy. Sri K. V. Krishna- 
swami, Iyer, whose name was a guarantee for purity and efficiency in public work, 
succeeded him. Under his drive, a band of selfless workers ceaselessly laboured and 
took the Academy from success to success. The work of the Academy is varied 
and in its activities, it has always aimed at soundness, stability and standard. 
Sangita Kaianidhi T. L. Venkatarama Iyer was the third President and Sri I .  S. Rajam, 
the fourth. The present President is Sri K. R. Sundaram iyer, who was Treasurer of 
the Academy for a long time and Vice-President and Member of the Academy's Trust 
Board.

TRUST BOARD

P
The Academy has a Trust Beard to deal with the financial and other allied 
administrative matters, including the auditorium. Sri G. Narasimhan was the convener 
of the Board. The present convener is Sri S. Ramaswami,
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CONFERENCES

The Academy places the work of organizing periodical conferences in the fore
front of its programme. As a body devoted to the higher learning and practice of the 
art, it brings together all the leading artistes and persons learned in the Sastras and in 
the Sampradayas who constitute the Experts' Committee of the Academy, and seeks to 
effect a reconciliation between the theory and practice without in the least repressing 
the natural development of an ever-growing art. The measure of success that the 
Academy has already achieved has received appreciation all over India and in foreign 
countries. The Academy notes with satisfaction that its work is emulated by other 
organizations which have begun to hold conferences on similar lines. Besides several 
questions relating to the science and art of music, these Conferences and Experts' 
Committee discussions of the Academy in the last fifty sessions have covered, besides 
a wide variety of subjects, the entire range of the Ragas. A Summary o f  the Raga 
Lakshanas as clarified in these discussions was issued on the occasion of the Silver 
Jubilee of the Academy.

PERFORMANCES

The performances arranged by the Academy on classical lines have exerted a 
chastening influence on the public taste. A choice selection of the different styles, 
compositions and languages, proper rendering of their Sohitya as well as Sangita, 
limitation of accompaniments in number and functions to their true character as auxi
liaries, adoption of the tambura as the sole drone instrument, due regard for raga bhava 
and for gito, vadya and natya, and finally the publication of an educative programme 
with full details, are some of the features introduced in the concerts of the Academy. 
North Indian Music, vocal and instrumental music, dance and Kalakshepam, all come 
within its purview. The programmes are drawn with attention to the avoidance of 
repetition of the same song during a concert season, giving incentive to musicians to 
enlarge their repertoire and bring into vogue many a forgotten master-piece. On the 
occasion of the Tyagaraja Centenary Celebration, this principle was so carefully 
followed that not only was a large number of less known and rare pieces of the Saint 
sung, but an idea was gained of the extent and nature of the Tyagaraja repertoire of 
the musicians, young and old. A similar arrangement was made in 1975 when 
the Bi-centenary of the birth of Sri Muttuswami Dikshitar was celebrated, to have 
as many Dikshitar Kritis rendered in the concerts as possible. This proved a 
great success and brought out many an unheard of masterpiece of the great Composer.

* • W iJtT.

It should be specially noted that the Academy was the first institution to intro
duce in music programmes the rendering of classical Tamil compositions in the 
pxQ-pallavi part of the concert. U odJ
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In the last few years, a special prize is being given to the artist giving 
the best performance in the evening series during the Conference festival. The 
prize has been endowed by Smt. Yogam Nagaswami. A prize has also been instituted 
for the best violinist figuring in the senior concerts, endowed by Smt. Indira Ranga- 
swami in the name of her late father, Sri N. V. Raghavan, Accountant-General, who 
was closely connected with the Academy.

HINDUSTANIjMUSIC

The Academy has always followed the policy of promoting greater mutual 
knowledge and appreciation between the two systems of Indian music, the Northern 
and the Southern. Though at considerable cost, the Academy regularly arranges for 
Hindustani vocal concerts and instrumental recitals during its Conference Series. It 
invites also North Indian musicologists to take part in the Conference-discussions. 
The Academy provides for recitals of North Indian dance-forms also in the 
Conference programme. The Academy attaches special importance to this aspect 
of its work and is gratified at the fact that this line of their work has been recognised 
by the Central Sangeet Natak Akademi, Delhi, which is assisting this work.

LECrURES AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Lectures are delivered by experts in theory on different topics of interest and 
intricacy and demonstrations are held to illumine the difficult aspects of practice. New 
instruments and inventions are introduced to the public. Opportunities are also afforded 
to composers to bring their new compositions to light. These aspects of the Confer
ence have of late been receiving increasing attention.
codr'1'; .'i\ V iwo&ui va I . c ;: u :

COMPARATIVE MUSIC

Year after year the Academy's Conferences have been attended by well-known 
musicians, composers and musicologists from North India, Asian and European 
countries, Canada and the United States. Besides talks and demonstrations, actual 
performances of Western music have also been sometimes arranged for, by the 
Academy. The Academy has developed among musicians and musicologists of East and 
West, .a growing desire to come together and understand each other's music better. 
It is one of the aims of the Academy to organize under its auspices a department of 
Comparative Music. Western rpusicians have endowed prizes in the Academy and a 
recent, noteworthy gesture is the assignment to the Academy's Experts' Committee 
work, of the royalties of a book of hers on Indian Music by Dr. E te Nijenhuis of the 
University of Utrecht, Holland.
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ENCOURAGEMENT TO RISING TALENT

The Academy has been steadily pursuing its plan for recognizing and bringing 
to light new and undiscovered talent in the sphere of music. Many young musicians 
of promise have been introduced to the public. In the annual Conferences, two series 
of performances are exclusively devoted to rising artistes. The public are admitted free 
to these concerts. The start so obtained by them has been of benefit in their career 
and some of them have already established themselves as musicians of repute. The 
Academy is ever ready to help any deserving musicians to gain publicity. There are 
also special prizes to encourage junior talent, two for vocal in the names of Sri T. V. 
Subba Rao and Sri K. R. Sundaram Iyer, two for violin in the names of Semmangudi 
Narayanaswami Iyer and Naum Lichtenbreg and another for Mridangam in the name of 
Dr. Henry Cowell. There are also special awards in the name Of Veenai Shanmukha- 
vadivu, mother of Smt. M S. Subbulakshmi, to be given to a young Vina player and 
in the name of Smt. D. K. Pattammal to be given to a deserving lady musician. Many 
members of the Academy, lovers and patrons of music have come forward recently to 
endow and award more prizes to rising artistes. A list of endowments is published 
elsewhere.

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE & MID-YEAR SERIES ,

As the days available during the annual conference are not adequate to provide 
performing opportunities to the large number of younger musicians who apply, the 
Academy has recently started a regu’ar monthly programme and also three extra series 
of ten performances each in ApriT August, September and October. The Academy hopes 
that these four series as well as the monthly programmes will become as well establi
shed as the Conference festival and become attractive to the artists and the public. 
Prizes have also been instituted for the best sub-senior and junior artistes figuring 
in the mid-year performances; these prizes have been endowed by Justice V. R. Krishna 
Iyer and Prof. N. V. V. J. Swamy of Oklahoma.

KATHA-KALAKSHEPAM

The Kalakshepam or Harikatha had always been an integral part of our music. 
Two of our Conference Presidents irt the past were distinguished Harikatha-performers. 
Kalakshepam forms a regular feature of our annual music festival. Recently, noticing the 
decline in the number of outstanding artistes in this art, the Academy decided to orga
nise a school for training promising youngsters in the art. To prepare the ground for 
the same and to take stock of the situation, and also as a service to the cause of 
devotion, the Academy has been arranging for the performance of a Harikatha every 
Sunday morning, keeping it open to the public This feature has already become 
popular. A scholarship was awarded to a young Harikatha performer. From 1976 
onwards a prize is offered to the most deserving Harikatha artiste performing in
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the series during the year. The prize has been endowed in the name of the late 
Sri V. T. Krishnamachariar by his son Sri V. K. Rangaswami.

BHARATA NATYA

Very early the Academy set its hand to the task of dispelling the cloud of pre
judice that hung over the ancient art of Bharata Natya. By refining the performance 
and issuing an enlightening programme it brought the classic Indian dance within 
intelligent appreciation and thus rescued it from the danger of extinction. It now holds 
a place as an important branch of Sangita. It was largely due to those intimately con
nected with the executive and academic work of the Academy that the art attained its 
present wide vogue all over the countfy. Under the patronage and in the permises of 
the Academy, Srimati T. Balasarasvati has been conducting a school for classical 
Bharata Natya ; she and Dr. V. Raghavan also brought out through the Southern 
Languages Book Trust, a book on Bharata Natya. The school has been receiving 
support from the S. N. Akademi and from its friends in U. S., Mr. Jon Higgins, Mrs. 
L. Scripps, Mr. Tom Buckner and others.

SCHOLARSHIPS
, , ; ... ,  , ,  -  • : * v '^ .  r  ... . - - r  >  : l , , ,,.  >, , ,r  ^  . . : : t

With a view to encourage rising talent on the practical side, the Academy had 
also been, for some time, awarding scholarships to deserving juniors in the arts of 
music and dance.’ 1975 being the Birth Bi-centenary of the great composer Sri 
Muttuswami Dikshitar, the Academy awarded during the year special scholarships for 
young musicians to enlarge their Dikshitar-repertoire. The scholarships were awarded to 
Smt. R. Vedavalli, Sri K. Venkataraman, Smt, Charumathi, and Smt. Bala Meera Chandra 
(Harlkatha). .. They learnt Dikshitar Kritis with Smt. D. K. Pattammal, B. Rajam Iyer and 
Kallidaikurichi Mahadeva Iyer. These Dikshitar-scholarships were given in the name 
of the late Sangita Kalanidhi T. L. Venkatarama Iyer whose services to the cause of 
Dikshitar music are welF known.

THE TEACHERS’ COLLEGE OF MUSIC
; **&«&#* ic fiiftKH) mto dmit'totort

To achieve its avowed object of improving in all possible ways the theory and 
practice of Karnatic music, the Academy felt the necessity of establishing a College of 
Music. As it involved financial help, the Academy at the beginning, contented itself 
with propagating this idea in colleges and institutions which had Government aid. 
Representations were made by the Academy to the Government and the Director of 
Public Instruction to introduce the subject of Music in the Bachelor of Arts course In 
the Queen Mary's College, Madras, arid the attempts were successful.
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In 1931 the Academy thought that it should not any longer be satisfied with the 
introduction of music in the curricula of studies in the colleges run by the Government 
and wanted to take the initiative of running a Teachers' College of Music to train 
teachers, who would maintain the purity and standard in the art, and teach theory and 
practice of Indian Music on sound and correct lines, thereby providing for the right type 
of tuition to be given to the youth of our country. The Academy opened the Teachers' 
College of Music and it had the unique fortune of having eminent Vidvans like Sangita 
Kalanidhi Tiger Varadachariar, Sangita Kalanidhi Gayakasikhamani Dr. L. Muthia Bhaga- 
vatar and Sangita Kalanidhi Mudikondan C. Venkatarama lyerand K. C. Thyagarajan as 
its principals. Some of them had to take up appointments in the Universities of 
Madras, Annamalai and Travancore. At present Sri Sandhyavandanam Srinivasa Rao 
is the Principal and Vidushi R. Vedavaili assists in Vocal teaching.

♦ * . ; t « •' V: V*

In 1937 the College was granted recognition by the Director of Public Instruction, 
Madras. Its course of studies and syllabus are framed in consultation with the Depart
ment of Education. Experts supervise the Selection of candidates for admission. The 
final qualifying examination is held and certificates awarded to successful students by 
the Government. Dr. Raja Sir Annamalai Chattiar of Chettinad had created an endow
ment out of which a prize in his name is awarded to the successful candidate, who 
secures the highest number of marks in the annual Government Examination in practical 
and Smt. Brinda Varadarajan, who was on the College staff for soma time has endowed 
a prize, in her mother's name, for one standing first in Theory. Scholarships have also 
been instituted in the College out of a fund collected on the occasion of the shashiyabda- 
purti of Sri K. V. Krishnaswami Aiyar and on the occasion of the year of the Golden 
Jubilee Sri G. T. Sastri, a former secretary of the Academy, has made an endow
ment for an additional scholarship in the name of Sri. K. V. Krishnaswami Iyer.

With a view to give training in Pedagogy to the students of the Teachers' 
College of Music a Model School is conducted and is used as a practising School 
for the students of the College. Smt. Lakshmi Subrahmaniam Is in charge of the Model 
School. In recent years the Model School has been developed further. There are 
three sections viz, preparatory, lower and higher. Here the students are trained and 
prepared for the Government examinations in music of both Lower and Higher Grades.

From time to time for the benefit of the students, public lectures, demonstrations, 
music performances and excursions to places of musical importance and interest are 
also arranged under the auspices of the College Students' Association.

It is a matter of Sincere gratification th3t the students who have passed out of / 
the College'have secured employment as teachers of music in various educational* 
institutions in the Sourthern States and a few of them have gained a position anrtpng I 
performing artistes.
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Sri P. Ramachandrayya is in charge of the Theory and Pedagogy class. The 
Academy has equipped the College with the necessary items of sound apparatus, sono
meter etc. The syllabus and lectures on the physics of music were formulated and 
organised by the late Prof. Vissa Appa Rao who was himself fcr sometime taking these 
classes in the Academy's College.

c /4/- ; 113
'HThe thanks of the College and the Academy are due to the Ford Foundation 

New. Delhi, for a grant of Rs. 7500/- for library and teaching equipment for the 
College.

An earnest endeavour is being made to extend the scope of the Teachers' College 
of Music. The Academy is ambitious of raising the College of music into a Residential 
College. The programme cannot be achieved without the co-cperaticn and support of 
the public and increased grant from the Government. A small separate accommodation 
for the College has now been provided for.

The following is an extract from an Inspection Report of the Government of 
Madras of this institution :

''This is the only institution o f the kind for training 
pupils run by an Aided Management in the City. The 
instruction given is very effective and efficient. All the 
pupils under training seem to be endowed with the gift 

ni la j o r  m usic.

SPECIAL ADVANCED CLASS & GURUKULAM

Special classes for advanced students are organised from time to time for the 
purpose of teaching rare compositions, Pallavi-singing etc. according to the availability 
of such students. Smt. T. Jay. mmal had held evening classes for teaching Padas. 
Sangita Kalanidhi Sri Mudikondan Venkatarama Iyer conducted such classes for .some 
years. Smt. T. Mukta taught Padas and Javalis under the Fellowship scheme of 
Sangeet Natak Akademi to Smt. R. Vedavalli and Sri Mudikondan Venkatarama Iyer
under the same scheme, Pallavi to Sri B. Krishnamurti. ,

‘

The Academy has also resolved to organise under its auspices a Gurukulam to 
train performing musicians. Sangita Kalanidhi Semrs angu Ji Srinivasavlyer will be in 
charge of this Gurukulam and some leading vidvans andvidushis will be associated as 
additional Gurus, j Scholarships will be awarded to two selected candidates.
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THE VINA CLASS

In implementation of an old decision to teach Vina under its auspices, the 
Academy has recently started a Vina Class where, after the veteran Vina Vidvan Deva- 
kottai Narayana Iyengar, Smt. Ranganayaki Rajagopalan is teaching. Two 
classes which are in two sections, senior and junior, are being held in the evenings. 
The Vina Class is established in the name of Sangita Kalanidhi T. V. Subba Rao.

THE JOURNAL

Thanks to the sustained work of Dr. V. Raghavan, the Academy has been able to 
maintain and conduct a high class journal devoted to the advancement of the science 
and art of music. Forty-six volumes have been issued up to date. The only journal of 
its kind in all India, it has earned the appreciation of music savants all over the world 
and valuable use is being made of its original articles by writers and music teachers 
and students. Its circulation now extends to foreign countries. Detailed official 
reports of the Academy's Conferences and authoritative editions in notation of rare 
compositions form a regular feature of the journal.

eifUTo sstb&M

The Oriental Literary Digest, Poona, wrote about the Academy's Journal : 
'•A Journal of all-India character solely devoted to music has been a serious and long 
standing desideratum. The Journal of the Music Academy, Madras will therefore be 
welcomed by all thoughtful lovers of Indian Music and culture with no small amount 
of gratification."

S. V. Bhattacharya, Benaras Hindu University, said of the Journal : "A glance 
at the Index for the ten years' articles in your magazine reveals to me the interest in 
music taken by the South Indians. There is no such Journal in the North”.

The Visvabharati Quarterly, Santiniketan, wrote : "The present issue of this
Journal, like ’ its predecessors, maintains a uniformly high level of musical research. 
The contributions exhibit variety and present music as a rich cultural pattern charac
teristic of the genius of our country. Those who are to study Indian music seriously, 
specially its Southern School, would be happy to discover that each article in this 
Journal embodies some aspect of faithful research in the domain of music. The Journal 
should .inspire the lovers and patrons o f  Hindustani music to start a similar magazine 
from the North**.

Dr. Sudhibhushan Bhattacharya, Linguist and Ethno-musicologist, Calcutta, 
writes in a letter to the Editor (7-3-73) :

am feeling immensely delighted to find my article on the "Folk 
base of the Rhythmic Structures of Raga Music" published in the much 
esteemed Journal o f  the Music Academy, Madras, Vol. XLII, 1971,
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a copy of which together with some offprints of the article have 
been so kindly sent to me by you. I have read with much plea
sure and profit the entire portion of the Jdurnal, and \ consider 
that your journal is the best o f all the journals on musicology 
published in India, and truly represents Indian music in its totality.
The catholicity of view and the eagerness to cover as much field 
in Indian music as possible, that have been expressed by you in 
the journal, speak highly of your genuine scholarship and pro
gressive outlook. I consider myself proud to be associated with 

Dierl \TnebsOyour journal” . ert? fo snD

PUBLICATION
noitidbixe fit' barfaflduq o*!a m m r artt. to eugoiefso a rttiw nditididxB
to i The Academy has published valuable works on music and dance, r Sangita 
Sudha (Sanskrit) of Govinda Dikshita ; Abhinaya Sara Samputa (Tamil, 2nd edn.) and 
Abhinaya Navanita, (Tamil, 2nd edn.) Chaturdandi Prakasika of Venkatamakhin Part I, 
Sanskrit Text, and Part II, Tamil Translation ; Sangita Sara Sangrahamu (Telugu) ; 
Sangita Saramrita (Sanskrit with English Introduction), Songs of Pallavi Doraiswami 
Iyer, Mysore Sadasiva Rao, Patnam Subrahmanya Iyer, Ramnad Srinivasa Iyengar and 
others ; and the Hastamuktavali of Subhankara (in the Journal) have been published 
so far. The Sangita Samaya Sara of Parsvadeva (Sanskrit) has been taken up for a 
revised critical edition. An edition of Javalis has also been brought out;: The most 
important undertaking of the Academy is the preparation and publication, with the full 
help of Central Sangeet Matak Akademi of the Tamil Script edition of the Sangita 
Sampradaya Pradarsini, the fourth volume of which has been published during the veaj:. 
Among works recently published are the Raganidhi, a thesaurus of Ragas of the North 
and South, IVIazhavai Chidambara Bharati's Songs and Melattur Venkatarama Sastri's 
Prahlada Charitra Kirtanas. A volume of unpublished songs of Mysore Sadasiva 
Rao, of Garbhapuri Kirtanas, of the compositions of Pallavi Seshayyar, of the composi
tions of Vina Subbanna, as also a collection of the songs of Pazhani Subrahmanya 
Bhagavatar were issued in the last few years. The latest is a volume of the 'Nottu 
Svara Sahityas' of Sri Muttuswami Dikshitar, with notation.

SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT

Recently the Government of India entrusted to the Academy a special research 
project on Indian music instruments aided by the Unesco and the work of survey of 
instruments all over India by Vidvan S. Krishnaswami under this project was completed 
in 1974. The Academy has taken up with the Government of India and Unesco the 
publication of the material collected and the setting up of a gallery of the photographs 
of instruments surveyed.

2
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CELEBRATIONS . . w tc y q o a s .

The Academy is alive to the importance of celebrations in memory of great 
composers as valuable means to stimulate new interest in their compositions. The 
Tyagaraja Bi-centenary celebration in 1967 was a great success. The Dikshitar Bi
centenary was celebrated on a befitting scale in 1975. Last year's Conference includes 
the celebration of the 150th anniversary of Sri Syama Sastri.

EXHIBITION

One of the special attractions of the 13th Conference of the Academy held 
in 1939 in the University Senate House was an Exhibition in which music instruments, 
music works in paper and palm-leaf manuscripts, songs preserved in copper plates, 
souvenirs connected with famous musicians etc. were displayed A report of the 
Exhibition with a catalogue of .the exhibits were also published Recently an exhibition 
of Music instruments from all-over the world in photo and drawing and also another of 
Kashmiri music were held, On the occasion of the celebration of the Bi-centenary of 
Tyagaraja, a special exhibition of manuscripts, publications and photographs relating to 
Tyagaraja was arranged. A Drkshitar-exihibition was organised in the Forty-inth 
Conference in 1975 dedicated to Dikshitar's Birth Bi-centenary.

COMPETITIONS

For the purpose of encouraging the study and practice of music on correct lines 
the Academy holds periodical competitions and awards medals to those that stand 
first and second. These competitions are general as well as special. The response to 
competitions is most enthusiastic. From the point of view of the general public they 
are very popular. Endowments for new competitions come in every year. Competitors 
come from remote parts of the country. A list of the 20 competitions held each
year is published in another page.

€  f 1 j  tv  „ %-€?. , J i ' A S  L 1 I iJO Y& if H *'t*
„

ENCOURAGEMENT OF ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS

The Academy holds Kriti Competitions to stimulate production of original 
compositions and provides opportunities during the Experts' Committee Meetings for 
special recitals of new compositions

LIBRARY

The Academy maintains a library which is gradually enlarged by the acquisi
tion -of rare books and manuscripts It is proposed to prepare correct copies of 
all important unpublished music manuscripts in the various libraries of the country and 
preserve them with a view to their future publication. The recent Ford Foundation 
grant has helped in the enrichment of the Library and in the tape recording of the
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proceedings of the Experts' Committee Sessions. The Academy has acquired 
the valuable music library of rare old texts and manuscripts of the late Prof. 
P. Sambamoorthy, as also the collection of the late Sri K. C. Tyagarajan who was 
the Principal of the Academy's College till recently. The library is being regularly used 
by the students of the Teachers' College of Music of the Academy, members of the 
Academy, music students and research scholars, including some from outside places.

BUREAU OF INFORMATION

The Academy acts as a Central Bureau of information. It gives advice on various 
technical matters referred to it. It makes representations to the authorities for the 
advancement of common purposes in the cause of music education. Very often requests 
for information on music, technical questions, available literature of books or songs, 
are made by students and institutions, of music in distant parts of India and by. 
foreign musicologists and these are complied with by the Academy.

CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER BODIES

Members of the Academy's Executive have been connected with the A. I. R and 
the Central Sangeet Natak Akademi, Delhi and extend their co-operation to these and 
other official, quasi-official and non-official agencies. The Academy has also co
operated with the cultural sections of the Embassies of different countries in Madras, 
in presenting concerts and dances from their countries.

AFFILIATION

To co-ordinate the activities of the several public institutions having the same 
objects in view, the Academy has constituted a Council of Affiliated Institutions to 
which representatives from affiliated Institutions are admitted. The Academy has 
several music institutions affiliated to it.

GRANTS & AID TO INDIGENT MUSICIANS

The Academy, besides arranging for its own publications, celebrations etc. 
believes in such work being carried on widely by different agencies as the scope for 
such work is infinite. It feels that all such work by others or members of the Academy 
in their individual capacity should be encouraged. Accordingly, the Academy has also 
been giving financial aid to authors and institutions engaged in such activities.

A noteworthy development in the work of the Academy during 1973 is the 
institution of a scheme to give financial aid io indigent musicians who have done 
service to the cause of music. Three musicians are now receiving this aid. Two 
more Vidvans were given this aid in 1975 in honour ot Mutr.uswdmi Dikshitar, for 
the special propagation of Dikshitar's songs which they were doing.
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BUILDING : THE ACADEMIC BLOCK

In addition to repairs and improvements to the auditorium, the Academy has 
taken on hand further construction work. The compound wall has now been comple
ted. Shortly work is to begin on the Academic Block where provision is to be made 
for a small hall for Conference and concerts, and other halls and rooms for College, 
Library, Museum etc. The Academy is grateful to the Ministry of Education, Govt of 
India, for their grant of one lakh of Rupees for the building of the Academic Block.

AN APPEAL

For the effective execution of the extended programme of work, the Academy 
reqdires funds. The Academy has, thanks to the co-operation and help of a large circle 
of friends and patrons, been able to put up an up-to-date Auditorium in its own 
grounds and we had the pleasure of having this new building, of which the Foundation 
Stone was laid by the Hon'ble Sri Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister of India, opened 
by H. H. Maharaja Sri Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Bahadur, Governor of Mysore and 
Chairman, at the time, of the Central Sangeet Natak Akademi, on the eve of the 36th 
Conference of the Academy. If the Academy has been able to realise this its most 
cherished ambition, it owes it to the initiative and sustained interest of its Vice-Presi
dent, Sri T T. Krishnamachari. The Academy has named the new auditorium after 
the late Sri T. T. Krishnamachari. Thanks to the generosity of Sri G D. Birla, the Hall 
has been air-conditioned. Some more items of equipment and furnishing and addition 
of aesthetic features yet remain to be done. The Academy requires also a hostel for 
the students and visiting musicians. It is hoped that the friends and generous patrons 
of the Academy, as well as international Foundations and organisations interested in 
the development of fine arts, will come forward to help the Academy.
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THE §ARIRALAK§ANA IN THE SAWGITARATNAKARA

Prof. G. H. Tarlekar, M.A., ph .o ., Dhuiia.
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In the third chapter of Samgitaratnakara called Prakirpaka (The Miscellaneous), 
various topics like the Vaggeyakara, the Gandharva, the Svaradi etc. are dealt with by 
SarAgadeva. Among these topics, the Sarira is treated, after giving the differentiation of 
voices along with their merits and demerits. The Sarira is defined as follows :

sfr^v r n f a r  ^

“The capacity of voice to manifest the melody-type, even without constant practice is 
called Sarira. It is so called as it is born along with the body.” The Sarira is defined in 
the same manner by authors of musical works like Some^vara, Par^vadeva, Somarajad^ya, 
Moksadeva and Damodara. Some^vara1 further describes : ‘ Just as the fragrance is 
(natural) to Campaka flowers, lustre to pearls (and) sweetness to sugarcane, the charm is 
(natural) to Sarira’. The Sarira is thus the musician’s natural talent. o f\

Kallinatha, while commenting on this stanza states that this Sakti (i. e. the power) 
is the peculiar mental impression which is of the nature of the seed of the manifestation 
of the melody-type. Without this power the melody-type would not be manifested or if 
manifested, it would turn out to be ridiculous. When this natural power is there and the 
repeated practice is resorted to, the manifestation of melody-type would be effected 
excellently. If this power is absent, the manifestation of melody-type would not take place 
by mere constant practice. That is why it is said to be coming into existence along with 
the body. It is not something which is adventitious and hence can be achieved by mere 
practice. All the authors who have treated Sarira unanimously say that this musical 
talent is natural from birth.

This means that the true musicians like other artists are born and not made. 
Kallinatha has used the wording which reminds us of Mammata’s wording. While giving 
the cause of poetry, Mammata says that the Sakti (the poetic power) is a particular type 
of mental impression which is of the nature of [the seed of poetry. There would be no 
poetry without it and if poetry is composed in the absence of this power, it would be an 
object of ridicule. Many writers on Sanskrit poetics hold the view that the natural 
poetic power is the sole equipment for the making of genuine poets. Proficiency and 
practice make the poetry excellent as they bring about the polish. This statement can be 
applied to music ai*o. m^.wian has to be born with the natural talent and gift of 
voice. Without them the efforts of singing would be: boring.

t  BharatakoSa, P. 659.

'
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The elements of music are the sonorous moving forms. Indian music is based 
mainly on melody. Its formative elements are melody and rhythm. The notes are used 
in continuity and a close unit is composed by the notes and the microtonal graces. The 
timbre (tone-colour) becomes very important. As such in the classical and even the light 
classical type of Indian music the voice training is to be achieved with great efforts. The 
appreciation of Indian music necessarily expects the voice quality of the vocalist. The 
Hindustani music has different styles of presenting the RSga. The styles differ according 
to the prominence of Alapa or Tana and like. The voice which is trained particularly for 
Alapa style may not suit the complicated Tana patterns or vice versa.

The performing artist of Indian music is reproductive and productive at the same 
time. The composer’s qualities and skills are combined in him with those of the inter
preter. The artist is bound by tradition but at the same time he is an individualist. 
Within the frame-work of the Raga-pattern he introduces improvisations on the spur of the 
moment. The command over voice and the thorough understanding of Tsla and Laya 
make the Indian musician a great artist. This is possible when the natural talent is 
equipped with cultivated skill.

After defining Sarira, Sarngadeva has given the merits and the demerits of it :

f*:«rccrr f a w ia T  i
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The merits of the Sarira are : the voice remaining natural in the high register also (tara), 
its resonant quality (anudhvani), sweetness (madhurya), charm (rakti), depth (gambhirya), 
softness (mardava), massiveness (ghanata), tenderness (snigdhata), brilliance (kanti), 
thickness (pracurya) etc. The other qualities of voice like remaining uniform in all the 
three registers, remaining continous like the stream of off etc. are also to be understood 
by the word Adi. The Sarira possessing all these merits is called the good one. This 
Su^arira is secured by imparting instruction in lores, practising penance, or by steadfast 
devotion to Lord Siva. This natural power which is necessary for the musician is the 
result of great merit. t-itioq axil *****

The defects of Sarira are : the voice devoid of resonance, its unpleasantness, 
absence of charm, absence of strength, being out of tune, harshness, deviation from the 
proper register, thinness, roughness etc. These defects make the Sarira a, bad one
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(Ku^arira). Simhabhupala,2 while commenting on Sarira gives its four-fold nature as 
stated in the Samgiiasamayasara. Kadala, Madhura, Pe^ala and Bahubhangika form the 
four-fold Sarira. When the voice remains inflexible in the three registers it is Kadala ; 
when it is sweet in low and middle registers it is Madhura ; when it manifests the melody 
in the high register it is PeSala ; when the merits of the Sarira are mixed it is 
Bahubhangika. The Bahubhangika again is of four kinds - the mixture of Kadala and 
Madhura, Madhura and Saubala, Kadila and Saubala and the mixture of all the three. 
Mok$adeva8 has given the Sarira as of five types -  Karala, Madhura, MiSra, Pe^ala and 
Bahubhangika.

The concept of Sari ra occurs in relation to the gifted vocalist’s born capacity. 
In the case of Vainika also Su^arlratva is given among his qualities4. Even in his case 
natural talent is essential. The proper distinction between notes, and the thorough under
standing of the notes and the microtonal graces, are not possible unless the instrumen
talist is a gifted one. Not only in the case of the instrumental music but also in the case 
of the proper appreciation of the Indian music these qualities are essential.

; A few Sanskrit rhetoricians have pointed out the two-fold nature of poetic power, 
natural and cultivated. The natural, of course, is superior. Dan din5 says that even though 
the poetic power, consequent upon the mental impressions of good deeds in past life, is 
absent, if one worships the Goddess of Speech by learning and efforts, she favours such a 
worshipper. “ Even for a person with meagre poetic power it is possible to sport in the 
assemblies of learned ones, when proper efforts are made.” This is applicable in the case 
of a musician also. The qualities of voice mentioned above may be in small measure 
there, still by constant hard practice and proper guidance of a good teacher, it is possible 
to acquire mastery over the art of music. Such a person may sometimes be a successful 
musician too. The least he can achieve is the power to appreciate music by understanding 
the niceties and subtleties.

The Indian musician cannot be a great artist only by having a natural sweet voice. 
He has to undergo the course of voice-culture according to Indian tradition. The micro- 
tonal graces are the essence of melody-types. When the musician acquires the mastery 
over his voice, he is able to sing the notes with correct pitch and toial quality. He can 
present the microtonal graces efficiently and thus can manifest the melody-type perfectl y. 
The musician has to strive very hard to possess full command over the correct pitch-rela
tions between the notes. He has to forget himself in this Svarasadhana. Even in the 
absence of the natural sweetness of voice a few musicians have risen to eminence because 
of their proper hard efforts. Still it goes without saying that the presence of inborn talent 
should be there to be a great musician.

2. Sarfigitaratn&kara (Adyar Ed.), Vol. II. P. 152.
3. Bharatako^a, P. 951.
4. Samgltaratnikara (Adyar Ed.), Vol. III. P. 318.
5. K svyadarfa-L  104-105.



ftftJSIC AND DANCE: SOME REFLECTIONS

K. Chandrasekharan

We are in times when every day there is a music performance or a dance recital 
drawing our attention. The dailies announce them in separate columns in order to give 
them prominence. All these bear witness to the growing interest of the public in our 
classical arts. The Radio and the Television also spare not a day without providing music 
or dance in its programme. Apart from some of .the established academies and sabhas, 
new groups and little clubs are being formed with limited membership and with an objective 
of selective audience. No doubt, if these are true indications of our general cultural 
efflorescence, we are certainly reaching the cherishable aim of a nation in a stage of great 
revival. •■vlo Mwiusi 9iil .feeljsvrjiuo bflfe imai&n

Still, a strange feeling of dissatisfaction lurks in a few of us amidst this ineluctable 
plenty. We miss something which is difficult to describe, though it is none-the-less 
keenly felt. We know that whenever a music concert or Bharata Natya programme is 
arranged, the atmosphere is early surcharged with expectations of an enjoyable time. The 
rasika, particularly of the informed type, looks forward to the best quality in order to 
elevate him for at least a few minutes to a different world of experience. Except on rare 
occasions, the pedestrian on the stage damps the spirit by not only the stereotype perfor
mance but by the attempt to explore some of the Mela Karta ragas and the songs in them. 
However laudable may be such an enthusiasm in the artiste for showing his knowledge or 
skill in selecting vimdisvara ragas, the Rasika invariably fails to be enthused equally in 
listening to them. May be the rendering brings out the capacity of the performer to 
demonstrate his wider equipment, though from the aspect of a concert it could be avoided 
for thei main reason that it adds little to enrich the listener’s store of soothing experience. 
Added to it sometimes the artsite tries to popularise songs of present-day composers which 
scarcely answer the requisite desiderata of a Kirtana, Words get often piled up as stacks 
of bricks with the woeful inorganic blending of sahitya with melody. The impatience of 
novices in the field of music-composing and the pressure they bring to bear upon even 
seasoned performers to publicise their songs are alone responsible for the travesty in the 
name of modern kirtana composition. One other matter cannot bs ignored. The words of a 
sahitya in a kirtana, it should be remembered, will have to be the result of a great amount 
of consideration for keeping in tact the concept of the dhatu and the fnatu in perfect 
unison. If without understanding them and with no desire to render the song with Bhava 
an attempt is made, naturally the listener’s fulfilment is affected, though he may be unabie 
to explain exactly his disadvantage. For display of one’s powers of acquisitiveness an
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alapana of a melakarta raga can be useful * but for enjoyment at a concert it is most 
unsuited. In their craze for applause for newness, some of the young artistes resort 
to such resources ; we know that for the pure flight of imagination and soul-fillingness 
any of the Rakti ragas will amply repay an attempt at vividness and exploration of fresh 
possibilities.

JO SI uOInW &>06O mxi Of ttltfft WOfl ®tf fe d
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Another long-standing complaint against many of the singers is their indifference
to mouthing the sahitya clearly and correctly. Further, without entering into the mood 
that is evokable from the song, the performers hardly dwell on the Bhava. If only they 
are able to study the piece with an eye to its inner content, they could unmistakably lead 
the audience to where the composer himself sought his relief and liberation. Perhaps it 
may sound very rash to suggest that accompaniments should be reduced if music, especially 
vocal, has to be enjoyed for its own sake. The accompaniments are becoming a menace 
when instead of a violin and a mridanga, percussion instruments of all variety crowd the 
dais around the musician. People forget that a great composer like Tyagaraja pointedly 
mentioned the mridanga alone in order to render the concert really bearing the touches of 
soukhya {comfort). Beyond that, he was not even favouring the violin. But since it has 
come to stay now for a century and more, we need not grudge its aid. It is expected to 
stimulate the vocalist in his imagination, though it is increasingly becoming a speculation 
whether the violinist possesses the merit to offer suggestions in the way he merely repeats 
the same phrases and curves of the vocalist without adding anything by way of fresh
ness. It is all one round of mechanical repetition from beginning to end with no scope 
anywhere for upliftment within the reach of our aesthetic perception. The basis of all 
our arts is devotion, and the spiritualizing function of melody has been our unforfeiiable 
treasure or asset from times of yore. Instead of drawing out our inner urges for moments 
of inexplicable satisfaction and peace of the soul, music in the way concerts are presented 
today serve more the titillation of the nerves, particularly when there happens almost a 
clamour of sounds on the dais as the vocalist’s voice gets drowned in the combination of 
all the instruments to make it all look something uproariously demanding of the listeners* 
reaction in a deafening clap.

It may look very untoward and unedifying, if I were to say about our women 
singers of today, that they have lost a great source of rich reward for the soul by imitating 
male singers in everything from start to finish. Their voices, easily attunable to the 
sruti, could induce the listeners even at the outset to breathe of a change for the better. 
The Visranti which envelops their natural softness in the exercise of the throat has been 
lost more and more in their assiduous efforts to compete in all the gymnastics of swara 
prastara and laya vinyasa with their male counterparts. Dhanammal of fragrant memory or 
any of her daughters sang or rendered the songs with such swaying effect that lastingly 
their pleasingness exceeded all expectations. Really if one contemplates on why there 
need be such an imitativeness of men by women, it will dawn upon them that unwittingly 
it would result in the music world becoming exclusively male as at best the consequence of 
all display of skill or knowledge would only end in an exaggerated sameness. The rasika 
ultimately is robbed of the avenues for complementing or supplementing his musical
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experience which a woman’s distinctness of rendering alone could provide. It was indeed 
so some decades back when the Tbayees and Rajayees were drawing sensitive hearts to their 
gifted renderings.

Let us now turn to the dance which is perhaps the mainstay of almost all sabhas for 
gaining popularity. Every baby and girl in her teens vie with one another for a few 
hours of strutting before the stage lights, finely robed in costumes designed for the 
occasion. The sight of sparkling ornaments while the body gyrates in ever so many 
curves and jumps to the accompaniment of music is enough to the gaze of the common 
folk. The more educated younger artistes who have secured foreign fame are confident 
of introducing reforms to the old pattern. To the added benefit of choreography with the 
help .of modern contrivance, the dance-setting and general presentation score more than 
real substance in the art The modernists are more pre-occupied with the essentials for 
audience-education than with their own. Sometimes a speaker behind the curtain 
interrupts every item in the programme with explanation for the modernisations carried on 
in the field by the genius of the particular artiste. The rasika is nowhere in the picture. 
He is relegated to the corner if he had not left already the scene of so much grandeur. 
On the whole it is with a feeling of tiresomeness he returns bereft of a heart which craved 
for more of expressive bhavas and mudras than the comments and exegetical prefaces to 
every item.

When shall we get liberated from the constriction of new-fangled ideas and inno
vations ? The Muses alone should take human shapes and rid the world of the spurious, 
and reinstate the true and the tasteful. Sage Bharata felt that dance should radiate whole
someness in hearts and save the vast humanity from the vulgar or the unplesant. 
Lokopadesa Jananam Natyametad Bhavishyati (Let the world gain from the message of 
this art) was Bharata’s exhortation. May we seriously reflect upon his words !



CONCERT -  THE ROLE OF THE LISTENER
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And I know not, if save in this, such gifts be allowed to man 
That at three sounds he frame, not a fourth sound, but a star j 
Consider it well : each tone of our scale in itself is nought.
It is everywhere in the world, loud, soft and all is said ;
Give it to me to use ! I mix it with two in my thought.
And there you have heard and seen, consider and the head.

— Abt Vogler, Robert Browning

The apt listener, the rasika, plays an important part in a successful concert. The 
musical ideas generated by the performer is sustained and invigorated by the sympathetic 
vibrations of the rasika, and tones and melodies are created which are not the sole creation 
of the performer. This might seem astonishing, but it is verified by practical experience 
and even scientific evidence.

Western concert auditoriums are so arranged as to ensure maximum receptivity and 
rapport with the performing musicians. In our own country, great Vidwans gave concerts 
to spell bound audiences, thirty or forty years back. The concerts of the masters were 
few and far between, and those who came to hear were eager listeners. They came with 
respect and awe and sat with rapt attention in the stillness of the night, as the concerts 
were night concerts in marriages or temples, after the din and bustle of human activity had 
subsided. How unreceptive audience make even the best singer inspid is also proof of the 
vital contribution made by the listener. I have seen the piteous spectacle of a top per
forming artiste vegetating in despair and totally ignored amidst the noise occasioned by 
the arrival and departure of high dignitaries for the marriage reception. The All India 
Radio realizing the difficulties of top artistes in performing before a lifeless mike in a 
closed and padded room have their recordings taken before a select gathering of invited 
rasikas in Isai Arangus, or concert auditoriums.

Listeners fall into various types. Those who have an undisguised contempt for 
music, the atheists and Jappesans of music are not in the real sense listeners, because they 
never care to listen. Such a person “who is not moved by the concord of sweet sounds” , 
has been rightly condemned in Shakespearean language as being ' fit for strategems and 
spoils” . “The motions of his spirit are dull as night and dark as Erebus. Let no such 
man be trusted” .

Next in order come those who sit through music performances in deference to some 
near relation or friend. For some reason, the golden shaft has not touched their hearts. 
I still remember a self-revealing comment of a gentleman several years back (the average 
musical intelligence has increased now) that the Vidwan was singing only one raga in the 
concert, the raga of “tha da ri na.M All swaras sound alike to them. They can distinguish 
only the loud and low tunes. The scientific theory of sound propagation and reception 
given below may throw some light on their liability to respond to musical impulses.
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To the third category belong the greater part of the listening public who are 
fascinated and thrilled by the songs they hear. '^Music has a synthetic impact on them. 
They are invigorated by Arabhi and Mohana, exalted by Atana, deeply moved by Ananda 
Bhairavi and thrown into despair by Ahiri. Their appreciation of music is unalloyed. 
The minor deficiencies of the performer are lost upon them. They are not troubled by the 
analytical faculty of dissecting the swars which goes with a deeper knowledge of music. 
In fact, it is an odd contradiction that a greater knowledge of the art of music leads to 
lesser satisfaction. In trying to find the skill of the artiste or critically examine the 
swaras, the spell of the art is broken. They are equally attracted by good and great music. 
1 mean by good music, the lighter krithis, thillanas, and javalis, which have great aesthetic 
and rhythmic appeal. These pieces however good cannot aspire to the first place in the 
dais. That is reserved for great music, music that pulls the heart’s strings, music that 
opens up vistas of beauty and splendour, music that effects a catharsis of baser emotions 
and ennobles the living spirit. We find great music in the pristine Kalyani of 
“ Nambikettavarillavo’* (Purandaradas). The passage “Ambujanabhana ahilalokesana, 
Aprameyanada Adi Purushana” lifts our soul in beatific contemplation of the Supreme. 
We find great music in the pancha ratna kritis of Tyagaraja, the Mukhari masterpiece of 
“ Kshinami”, in the deep pathos of the Ahiri pieces, “Adaya Sri” and “Sallare” and the 
Kharaharpriya classic “Cakkani Raja”. We find great music in the highly chistled gem of 
Sankarabharana, “Akshayalinga Vibho”, in the majestic grandeur of ‘Rangapura’ 
(Brindavana Saranga) and the serene and deeply intuitive Maye’ (Sudhatharangini). 
There is a tug of the heart’s -strings in “hridaya vibhata” “ Tumburu sangeeta” in the 
charana of ‘‘Akshaya linga vibho.” Who can resist the irresistible appeal of ‘‘Akilandeswari 
Raksha Mam” . We find great music in the deeply moving Ananda Bhairavi of Shyama 
Sastri. The “Saranagatakakshaki” (Marivere) thrills when sung with full throated ease. 
The emotional appeal of Ritigowla has found its acme of perfection in “Janani ninu 
vina” of Subbaraya Sastri. ;

Several passages in the songs of the Trinity crowd upon my memory, but this is a 
digression from the main theme.

In dealing with types of listeners, it is not inappropriate to refer to the pseudo- 
rasikas and iconoclasts They are the Beau Tibbses of musical criticism. Standing in a 
lofty pedestal of their own creation, these image-breakers take delight in pulling down 
established reputations of performers and composers. For them, the greater the image 
that is broken the greater the sensation and controversy to the delectation of the Press 
thriving on sensation.

The informed listener, the rasika, plays a significant part in a concert : He is not a 
passive spectator. As the concert progresses the musical ideas of the performer and the 
listening rasika who duplicates them in his brain hold communion in ethereal space, the 
performer drawing sustenance from the sympathetic vibrations of the listener, to build up 
the great edifice of musical imagery. Musical ideas themselves seem to flourish and 
expand by commerce with sympathetic minds. The rich texture of our ghana ragas, Todi, 
Kalyani, Bhairavi, Sankarabharanam and Kambodhi have been woven by generations of



musicians and rasikas. Dr. Balamurali Krishna, the President of this year’s Conference, 
once said that there is no basic distinction between ghana ragas and rare ragas. It is only 
because that the former are often sung and listened to, they have developed. If rare ragas 
are handled more often^and listened to, they will cease to be rare ragas. This is true in a 
sense ; but gifted vaggeyakaras and competent musicians must formulate and develop 
the form and content of the ragas to catch the imagination of the listeners, It should not 
be forgotten that songs and ragas are sung more often because they have greater appeal to 
the listeners.

The importance of the listeners’s role which I have stressed is supported by 
vidence of scientific research. >i

Raul Husson (French Scientist) has put forward a new theory of singing, the 
electro-physiological theory. Husson has shown that the human voice is an electro- 
physiological speaker. The chords are excited by electrical impulses coming to the throa* 
straight from the brain.

“ The most amazing thing is that when a singer is not singing, but listening to a 
piece of music or following the tune in his mood his chords are vibrating all the same and 
with the frequency of actual siiiging. These vibrations can be picked up by electronic 
instruments. So you can record what a singer sings in his mind.” ;

These go to show that the sympathetic vibrations of the listening rasika harmonise 
with those of the singer. '

Another interesting discovery has also been made which probably explains the 
synthetic character of a musical piece, which defies all analysis in swaras. This is what 
the poet wants to express in the captioned lines. When several swaras are played, by a 
sort of musical synergy, something else is created apart from the swaras. Scientists have 
discovered that these are tones created by the ear.
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“The Paduan violinist Tartini first noticed that when two strings are bowed strongly, 
he could hear third sounds lower than the two actually sounded. It was later on noted 
by other singers also. It was called the combination tone. How did it come about ? 
Helmholtz gave the correct answer. Musical instruments do not produce them ; they are 
created by the healthy ear itself.
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However strange it may seem when we are listening to music, we embellish it 
against our will. The ear and the brain are not only sound analysers, but they are also 
musical instruments. This subconscious creativity is fairly extensive” .*

•m
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Instruction is imparted here to pupils not only in theory and practice of Indian 
Music, but also in the correct and approved methods of teaching music. The trained 
pupils will be competent to teach upto the School Final Class. There are five qualified 
teachers for Practical Music, Theory and Pedagogy and the Model Class.

The Training class is of the duration of one year, three terms, and for the present 
is confined to Vocal Music. The working hours of the College are between 11a.m.
and 4 p.m.

The fee for the whole course is Rs. 50 i f  paid in advance—or Rs. 6 
for each o f the nine months comprising the whole course.

Scholarship and fee concessions are available. /\t the end of the course an 
examination will be held and diplomas awarded to successful candidates. The first in 
rank will also get the Raja Annamalai Chettiar Prize.

There is also a special prize for the student who passes first in Theory. From the 
year of Golden Jubilee, a special scholarship in the name of K. V. Krishnaswami Iyer
is being given.

Persons of both sexes are eligible for admission. Only those candidates whose 
proficiency in music is upto the required standard are ordinarily admitted* Preference 
is however given to  those who are already employed as music teachers. Applications 
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themselves on such days as may be notified.
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for the value of 25 P. *

A VINA Class, in two sections, Senior and Junior, is also available, in the 
evenings with Smt. Veenai Ranganayaki Rajagopalan as teacher.

CLASSICAL BHARATA NATYA SCHOOL is also separately conducted 
in the evenings by Smt. Balasarasvati under the auspices of the Academy.

The Correspondent, The Teachers' College of Music,
THE MUSIC ACADEMY, Royapettah, Madras-14.
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TODI IN TEXTUAL TRADITION

Dr. S. Seeta

Todi raga is a favourite medium of creative expression for both the composer and 
the performer owing to its salient features such as the wide scope it affords for a detailed 
melodic picturisation and employment of gamakas Of a varied nature, the liberty and 
freedom that the artist enjoys in weaving musical phrases with the deletion of the most 
important vadi notes namely ‘sa’ and *pa’ within the compass of three octaves. Each 
note having an uniqueness of its own, the raga creates a transcending atmosphere, evokes 
an aesthetic joy, ananda, a profound experience that is beyond expression. No wonder, 
all the vaggeyakaras have composed different kinds of musical compositions in this raga. 
More than thirty kritis of Saint Tyagaraja, each representing a distinct facet, are available 
in this raga.
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It is interesting to note that Todi raga has had a remarkable history also behind and 
this fact is amply supported by the existence of a strong textual tradition. In certain cases, 
satchiras are also provided for illustrating the svara-movements in the raga. And these 
again give an idea of the raga in its earlier form. The name of the raga is quite old and 
is found in the early treatises on music. The concept of Todi raga may itself be dated to 
the grama murcchana jati system. If sa-grama with its 6ruti values corresponds roughly to 
our Kharaharapriya scale, then its rishabha murcchana, abhiruigata, represents Todi raga* 
Also the Vilarippalai of the ancient Tamil music corresponds to the Todi.

garhgadeva, the famous theorist of the 13th century A D., gives the lakshana of 
the raga in the following fclokas :

mi I
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— Sangitaratn&kara II, 69, 74-77

Shs^ava raga is the janaka or parent of Todi. This Sha£ ava raga is again derived 
from the Vikrita madhyama or the Vikari madhyama jati and is utilised in the purvaranga. 
It takes kakali ni and antara svara, with ma as graha, ams'a and nyasa svaras and depicts 
Sfingara and Vira rasas. While describing the mode of playing alapa of Todi in Flute, 
garngadeva states that with ma as the sth&yi note, and shaking panchama and followed by 
the fourth in vilambita laya and third note in faster tempo, the playing of the first 

| svasthana of Todi isdone by making a halt oa ma. The second svasthina starting from 
the sthiyi note, ranges between the two panchama svaias with sancMra going as far as the
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sthdyi svara. The third and the fourth svasthdnas include the ascent upto the sixth and 
the final descent to  the graha svara. (Sangitaratnakara, Vadayadbyaya. VI - 367.
Sis. 686 - 690).

The Sangitasamayasdra mentions Todi as one of the 12 Sampurna rdgddga rdgas 
taking sama svaras i. e„ even and straight movement of svaras, with ma as graha, amt a 
and nydsa svaras (111. 17. 13-14). It is a very popular raga and used for evoking the 
emotion of joy. Sa and ga denote the tar a and mandra svaras respectively, while pa is 
sung with gamaka.
I "-5 ,.v , ' , , , f  v. ^  '«■
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The Sangitasudha gives a similar lakshana for the raga (240. 11.321). That the 
note ma is cited as graha, amia and nydsa represents probably the tradition of Todi being 
derived from Shadava raga in which ma is an important note. By the time of Kallinatha, 
sa became the graha svara for all the ragas derived from both the gramas. The Bharata 
Bhd?ya refers to Todi as a vibhdsha among the Shadja grama ragas (234. 64), while the 
Aumdpatam identifies it as a ragahga raga. In the above text the raga is spelt as ‘Tuddi’ 
and 'Tu^di’ and the one line illustrative sahchdra reveals the regular descent of the seven 
svaras of the raga (12. 18. 174). , ,

(3 ^ 1) (I

According to the Sahgitamakaranda, both Todi and Turushka Todi are feminine 
ragas and are utilised for portraying Sringara, KLaru^a and Hasya rasas (18. 57). The 
divergence between the North and South Indian Music which might have appeared some 
time before or during the period of Sarngideva, came to be prominently felt in particular 
in the music of post-Ratnakara period, which witnessed a more powerful exchange of 
musical ideas between India and Persia. Consequently, ragas partaking of alien musical 
characteristics emerged and these were named suitably after the source of their origin as 
Turushka Todi, Turushka Gowda and so on. It is interesting to refer to Somanatha’s 
statement that as many as twelve ragas of his times could be traced to Persian origin and 
Somanatha gives the names of their equivalants also. Todi and Turushka Todi figure in this 
list (III. 99. 56-57). Incidentally it may be noted that the Sangita Sampradaya - Pradariinl 
makes an important reference that Todi migrated from the North, (auttara deSiya raga) 
and is an evening raga. The Rdgavibodha ranks Todi as the 4th in its list of 23 melas and 
it takes Sadharapa gaudhara and ICaiiiki nishada in addition to the other suddha svaras. 
The Gandhara is cited as the graha and ami as vara and the illustrative Sahchdra points 
to the frequent and significant usage of ga and dha in the prayagds and bears remarkable 
resemblance to the modern usage. (R. V. I ll  94. 35 ; V. 145).
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The above description of Todi raga in the Ragavibodha conforms exactly to our 
present Todi with ga and dha being handled in a characteristic Kampita gamaka and 
which has been crystallised in the Sangrahachudamani text. While the kampana of 
panchama is referred to in the Risakaumudi following the earlier tradition, the shaking 
of both pa and dhaivata has been mentioned in the text of the Shadragachandrodaya. 
Strangely enough, the alapa prayoga for Todi in the Sahgitaraja reveals phrases without 
dha and ni. The description of Todi available in the Sahgitaparijata is again in close 
conformity to the modern lakshana of the raga. Herein, it takes komal ri and komal dha 
with ga as amia and pa as nyasa svara in droha and avaroha (S. P. 49. 18).
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The svara sanchdra cited in the text points to the regular movement of svaras- 
with a particular emphasis placed on ga and dhaivata svaras. The texts of the Anupa- 
sangita Ratndkara, Ragatattvavibodha, Hrdayaprakaia, and R&gama fljari, following 
the Pdrijata and Ragavibodha, accept Komal ga and Komal ni besides the other iuddha 
svaras. However, it is surprising to note Todi being listed in the group of aihama ragas 
in the Svaramelakal&nidhi. Though quite popular, Todi and Turushka Todi, according 
to the author, do not illumine and hence are unsuitable for compositions like thdya, alapa 
and prabandhas (Svaramelakaldnidhi 26. 57). Todi is cited as a janyg of Samavarali mela 
and is said to take kakali ni in addition to the other iuddha svaras.

The Brhaddeii and the Sangitasdrdmrita make no mention of Todi. The name 
Todi as such is not mentioned in the Chaturdandiprakdi ika. However, the scale of 
Bhupala, taking the identical notes of Todi mela, is ranked a, the 8th mela in the scheme 
of 72 melakartas by the author. The Sangrahachudamani honours it as the Hanuma 
Todi mela (8th) in its Kanakangi Ratnangi list.

We come across varieties of Todi raga also in of the treatises referred to above 
and these are viz. Turushka Todi, Chaya Todi, Mirga Todi and lastly Todi Varati. Of 
these, Turushka Todi described as being dear to the Turkish people is mentioned in the 
Sangitaratnikara as a raga with ga as alpa svara, ni and dha occurring frequently in 
prayogas. A sampurna upaflga raga, it is not listed among the prasiddha ragas in the 
Sangitasamayasara. Two varieities of Turushka Todi are however referred to by 
Somanatha, one as a janya of Karbala mela and another as a janya of Mukha ri mela. 
The latter takes all the iuddha svaras with ga as graha, ami a and nyasa svara. Another 
important feature is that the svaras of the raga are sung with ganika. Turushka Todi,
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as a janya of Karnata mela is popular in Iraq or Persia and is rendered with gamaka. 
Ma is mentioned as graha, ami a and nyasa svara and midnight is mentioned as the best time 
for singing it. Ahobala refers to Chaya Todi as taking the notes of Todi raga with the 
omission of pa. An early morning raga, by name Marga Todi, taking the svaras of Todi 
excepting pa, is rendered with sa as nyasa, ma as amia and with the murchanas starting 
from dha. The difference between M irga Todi and Todi lies in the emphasis placed on 
the amia note ma in the former and on ga in the latter. According to Jsarngadeva and 
ParSvadeva, Chaya Todi, an upahga of Todi omits ri and pa. Another interesting raga 
grouped under Vara^i mela, by Srinivasa and Ahobala takes in addition to the notes of 
Todi i.e.. komal ri and komal dha, the tivra-tara-madhyama. of Varati mela If kakali 
ni is introduced in this Todi varaji raga it will correspond to our gubhapantuvarali mela 
(45th), the South Indian equivalent of the Todi of Hindustani music.

The absence of any reference to these above varieties of Todi raga in the text of 
Sahgrahachuijdmani is to be noted. Of special interest to the researcher is the absence 
of compositions of the musical Trinity in the above ragas. The lakshana of Todi r5ga 
as immortalised in the compositions of the Trinity and other Vaggeyakaras was given 
a standard textual definition in the pages of Rdgavibodha, Sangitaparijata and 
Sahgrahachuddmani.
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RAGAS ADOPTED BY ANNAMACHARYA

V ; S. R JANAKIRAMAN, B a., . 1 v j j

Sangita Sir omani, Tirupati

The genus-species system (Janaka-Janya) is said to have been propounded by 
Vidyaranya in his Sangita Sara. Just half a century after Vidyaranya, the immortal 
bard of the holy Seven Hills, Sri Annamacharya, flourished (1424-1503 A. D). It, there
fore, stands to reason to suppose that ail the 15 Melas and the 50 Janya Ragas described 
hy Vidyaranya are to be found in Annamacbarya’s compositions. These compositions 
include some rare Ragas which are evidently additions to the old stock. Almost all the 
Ragas of Annamacharya are to be found in the work of Ramamatya, the Svaramela- 
kalanidhi, written in 1550 A, D.

; 'i ; :  , /  . - c , , ■ . » m m ?
A fairly exhaustive list of ragas (a few omissions are quite possible) as adopted

by Annamacharya for his Sankirtanas has been attempted :

I 1. Abali, 2. Ahiri, 3. Ahiri Nata (volumes 18 and 8) 4. Amara Sindhu 
(volume 10), 5. Andoli, Andola (volumes 18,10), 6. Arabhi 7. Bouli, 8. Bouli Rama
kriya, 9. Bilahari (volume 10), 10. Balahamsa, 11. Bhallati (volumes 10, 11),
12. Bhupala, 13. Chaya Naata, 14. Desakshi, 15. Desalam, Disalam, 16. Devagan- 
dhara, Devagandhari, 17. Devakriya, 18. Dhanyasi, Dhannasi, 19. Dravida 
Bhairavi (volume 18), 20 Bhairavi, 21. Goula, 22. Gurjari, 23. Gita Nata,
24. Gambhira Nata (volume 18), 25. Gumma Kambhoji (Volume 18), 26. Gunda-
kriya, 27. Hijujji, Hejjuji, 28. Hindola, 29. Hindola Vasanta, 30. Kambhoji 
31. Kannada Bangala, 32. Kannada Goula, 33. Kedara Goula, 34. Kokila Panchama 
(volume 18) 35. Konda Malahari, 36. Kuntalavarali, 37. Lalita, 38. Madhya 
madi, 39. Malahari, 40. Malavasri, 41. Malavi, 42. Malava Goula, Malavi Goula, 
43. Mangala Kousika, 44. Mangala Bouli, 45 Mecha Bouli, 4 j. Magharanji, 
47. Mukharl, 48. Mukhari Panthu, 49. Nada Ramakriya, Nada Namakriya, 
50. Nagavarali, 51. Nagagandhari, 52. Narayam, Naraiii, 5i. Natta Narayana, 
54. Narayana Desakshi, 55. Neelambari, 56. Padi, 57. Purvi, 58. Purva Goula 
(volume 18) 59. Phalamanjari, Phala Vanjaram (volume 11), 60. Pratapa Nata (volu
mes 7, 18), 61. Naata, 62. Ramakriya, Suddha Ramakriya, 63. Raya Goula, i4. 
Revagupti, Regupti, 65. Salanga, Salanga Nata, 66. Samanta, 67. Sama Varali, 
68. Sama Raga,  ̂9. Saveri (volume 12) 70. Soka Varali, 71. Sourashtra, Sourashtri, 
72. Sourashtra Gurjari, 73. Sindhukriya, 74. Sindhu Ramakriya, 75. Sri Raga, 
76. Suddha Desi, 77. Suddha Vasanta, 78. Telugu Kambhoji, 79. Todi, Tondi, 
80. Varali, 81. Vasanta Varali (volumes 8, 18) 82. Vasanta, 83. Velavali (volume 
.18) 84. Manohari (volume 18) 85. Kuranji (volumes 10,. 18) &6. Bangalam (volumes 
10, 18), 87. Kousi (volume 10), 88. Sankarabharanam, 89. Pisalam. (The volume 
numbers given within brackets are only instances of indication of the occurrence of the 
.ragas).
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II (a) Among the aforesaid list, such of those ragas that are reckoned as 
Prak-prasiddha ragas and most of the earlier melas as Sri raga, Sankarabharana, Todi, 
Bhaiiavi. K m tlc j i ,  Mukhari, Naia, Varali, Ramakriya, Malavagoula etc. have been 

employed by Annamacharya quite in profusion.

(b) The pre-eminent Janya rakti ragas like Bouli, Padi, Sourashtra, Malavi,
Malavasri, Gundakriya, Kadaragoula, Saveri, Dhanyasi, Devagandhari etc. are also 
found in plenty in the Sankirtanas of Annamacharya. '

(c) No clue has been available at all so far as to the possible identity of the 
fojl owing ragas used by Annamacharya for his compositions:

1. Abali. 2. Ahiri Nata, 3. Amarasindbu, 4. Bhallati, 5. Desalam, 6. Gumma 
Kambhoji, 7. Kokila Panchama, 8. Konda Malahari, 9. Mangala Bouli, 10. Mukhari 
Panthu, 11. Pratapa Naata, 12. Rayagoula. 13. Sokavarali, 14. Sindhukriya, 
15. Gitanata, 16. Telugu Kambhoji, 17. Kousi.

(d) However, a few ragas like Ahiri Nata, Kokila Panchama, Pratapa Nata 
Sokavarali, Sindhukriya etc. though not found in the subsequent treatises written after 
Annamacharya’s times, say even till the former part of the 19th century are, referred to 
in the Ganabhaskaram of late K. V. Srinivasa Iyengar, the youngest brother of the late 
Mahavidwan, Sangecta Kalanidhi Tiger Varadachariar

In the Ganabhaskaram a formidable list of nearly a thousand ragas has been given 
with their Arohana and Avarohana indicating their janaka ragas too. The ragas referred 
to in the Ganabhaskaram could not be expected to have retained their forms since the days 
of Annamacharya. These are most probably later interpolations with, of course, the reten
tion of their old names and this is not anything im possible.

The conflict of views between the theory and practice of music, as also the 
difference in views between different schools of music with regard to the prevailing charac
teristics of the ragas, has been the most striking and unchanging phenomenon. Such being 
the case one could hardly expect the original forms of the rare ragas as contemplated by
Annamacharya having been transmitted today in original. ; _ f i v , ,

III There is no denying the fact that the original mould of the Prasicdha Rakti 
ragas like Malavagoula, S a n k a r a b h a r a n a ,  Kambhoji, Bhairavi, Todi, Sri raga, Mukhari, 
Madhyamadi, Naata, Varali, Ramakriya, Neelambari, Sourashtra etc. could ever have 
changed. What was Malava Goula to Annamacharya and his contemporary Puranadara 
Dasa is the same today also. But even here, we are confronted with one difficulty. 
Excepting for a few stray cases of Kirtanas having probably been passed on from genera- 
to generation in their original cast even in these Prasiddha ragas no authentic oral tradition 
of the rendering of his numberless songs in these Prasiddha ragas has been available and it
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is beyond all probability and possibility to aspire for that unattainable. There is no option 
left to the vidwans of excepting to evolve their own tunes and musical settings for the 
kirtanas in these Prasiddha Rakti ragas too a<< originally assigned by the saint 
composer. Wherever these Prasiddha Rakti ragas have been intended by the composer it 
shall be the bounden duty of the vidwans not to change the names of the ragas as against 
the original intention. The original settings have of course been lost.

IV A sincere and devout approach with a proper perspective could however be 
made in the matter of reviving some of the Ragas employed by Annamacharya for his 
kirtanas. A few points of reference may not be out of place in this connection. Deva- 
gandhari or Devagandhara of the days of Annamacharya need not necessarily be the same 
as that immortalised in “ fCsheera sagara sayana” and “Karuna samudra’* of Tyagaraja. 
The Devagandhari of early century is easily the present - day Karnataka Devagandhari. 
or Abheri, the latter differently rendered with the Gitussruti Dhaivata. The Devagan
dhari of Tyagaraja’s times and thereafter is referred to as the Desiya Devagandhari by 
Subbarama Dikshitar in the Sangeeta Sampradaya Pradarsini. All that has been 
narrated above is textual treatment. Theraga as set forth by Tyagaraja in his Kritis could 
be traced to the ancient Tamil Pans -  a bha5hanga alloy of Arabhi. So to be true to the 
tuning tradition Annamacharya could have adopted Devagandhari only in the strain as it 
exists today. It may be mentioned in passing here that the pada of Kshetragna - “ Veduka 
to nadechuchunne*’ is sung only in Devagandhari in the present version of the raga.

The Dhannasi or Dhanyasi of Annamacharya could quite possibly be the audava - 
audava type now known as Suddha Dhanyasi or (Jdayaravicandrika rightly or wrongly 
called. The Audava sampoorna Dhanyasi seems to be of later origin.

b) As regards the Raga Bouli Ramakriya rather frequently met with Annama- 
charya’s songs it could be assessed that it was an auiava sampoorna raga with Bouli 
Arohana and Ramakriya Avarohana. This is analogous to the modern Mohana KLalyani. 
Meca Bouli is a simple structure in Arohana and Avarohana and is the Suddha-madhyama 
counterpart of Bouli Ramakriya. But Meca Bouli has superseded Bouli Ramakriya and 
it survives even today as a janya of Mayamalavagoula with s. r. g. p. d. s. as Arohana 
and Avarohana being krama sampoorna.

e) The Dravida Bhairavi, Dravida Gurjari, Sourashtra Gurjari and Telugu Kam- 
bhoji mentioned by Annamacharya are parallel in conception to the Ragas of provincial 
origin mentioned by Sarngadeva in his Sangita Ratnakara. (1203 - 1247 A. D.)

V There are some minor Ragas oft noticed in the kirtanas of Annamacharya. 
Malavi, Malasri, Hindola, Hindolavasanta are some examples. In whatever form they 
might have existed - God only knows - during the days of Annamacharya we have got the 
lead in Tyagaraja’a kritis for the form of these Ragas. Malavasri is now known to us 
as a rishabha varjya janya raga of Kharaharapriya as immortalised in the kriti “ Evarun- 
naru brova” of Tyagaraja. Malavi is a Ubhaya vakra janya of Harikambhoji as seen in
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“ Nenaruncifiahu** of Tyagaraja. With regard to Htndola and Hindola Vasanta their 
lakshanas have well been asserted in the kritis of Tyagaraja and Dikshitar though 
there is a difference-with regard to the Dhaivata in the said two Ragas. Manohari 
is another raga found in the kirtana plates of Annamacharya mentioned rather rarely 
here and there. As at present it has dual lakshanas in accordance with the treatment of 
this raga by Tyagaraja as sung in his “Paritapamu” . Manohari is a nishada varjya 
janya of Kharaharapriya with the scale s. r. g. m. p. d. s. -  s. d. p. m g. r. s. S. g. r. g. m. 
is also seen. But Muttuswamy Dikshitar has given the raga mudra Manohari for his 
“Kanjadalayatakshi” . This version of the raga - rendering goes by the name of Kamala- 
manbhari established in “ Nee muddumomu” of Tyagaraja. Now the point to be noted 
here is that the Manohari found in the Kirtanas of Annamacharya could accordingly be 
given a dual treatment. It is not possibfe to ascertain the exact form of Manohari as 
contemplated by Annamacharya.

It is noteworthy that Annamacharya has handled Bouli, Bhupala and Revagupti 
as three independent ragas distinct from one another in as much as a number of 
Sankirtanis'of the composer are found in these three ragas.

Some very rare ragas employed by Annamacharya do deserve to be revived, 
vvith the very useful information placed at our disposal by Subbarama Dikshitar in his 
Sangita Sampradaya Pradarsini. Such ragas are l. Samavarali, 2. Hejjujji, 3. Saranga 
Nata, 4. Mangala Kousika, 5. Megharanji, 6. Kannada Bangala, 7. Gurjari,
8. GUndakriya, 9. Purvi, 10. Purva Goula, 11. Chaya Nata, 12. Velavali, 13) Nara- 
yani, 14. Narayana Desakshi, 15. Desakshi, 16. Nata Narayani, 17. Suddha Desi, 
18. Samanta etc.

Now Subbarama Dikshitar has not only given the lakshanas of these ragas but also 
given his own Sanchari for each, which goes a long way towards the building up of their 
correct forms. It is needless to say that for most of these Ragas we have the Kritis of 
Muttuswamy Dikshitar whose voluminous contribution consists not only in adopting the 
ragas of his times but also in reviving the music of the past. Dikshitar handled most of 
the Ragas that had a sound historical tradition but had slowly been fading into insignifi
cance. With this aid it shall be our bounden duty to reconstruct in our own way the 
music of those songs of Annamacharya set in those Ragas and it is not any matter to be 
slighted. In most of the volumes containing the Kirtanas of Annamacharya edited so far 
iwe come across the above - mentioned Ragas frequently. A yd be
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A word in passing by way of conclusion is a necessity in the present context. 

' ‘Survival of the fittest” is an inevitable theory and an everlasting law of nature. “ Survival 
of the useful” in the theory of music and “ Survival of the beautiful” in the realm of 
practical music have been the guiding factors in the dynamic growth of the art and science 
of music. Ragas very closely allied to each other with only subtle points of difference and 
distinctidn are many in our music. When one of them by virtue of its independent and 
individual intrinsic merit has dominated, the rest allied to it with only minute differences i
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shade and colour fades away. It is a regrettable phenomenon and it should be averted. 
But no doubt, if one takes absolute care to preserve both, it is quite possible though only 

-within certain limits. Saveri and Saranga Nata look alike almost in the matter 
of scale formation. Saveri gets its identity with the subtle and graced rendering of 
Ri*habha and Dhaivata and avoiding the dirgha Nishada to a possible extent. In the 
Rujga Saranga Nata, on the contrary, ri. m. d. and n. are all of plain nature and the raga 
too rendered in a slow tempo as against Saveri which admits of different tempos. 
Gowri, Gowla, Padi and Gundakriya - these four ragas are slightly akin to one another 
though in Padi and Gowla, Dhaivata is deleted altogether and Gandhara too in Padi. 
When Goula became very prominent for known or unknown reasons, the other three 
receded to the background, if not complete oblivion. With this note of caution and 
the judicious rendering of the notes of the closely allied ragas, sincere attempts must be 
made to revive them, rather than innovate newer and newer ragas of comparatively 
mediocre nature. As a matter of fact a good many of the Ragas adopted by Annamacharya 
considered very rare and minor ones are brimful of feelings and emotions, which after all 
is the hall - mark of Raga.
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VAINIKA SIKH A MAN I MYSORE VEEN A SESHANNA

Dr. V. Doreswamy iyeng^r

(A Tribute on the occasion of Seshanna’s 125th Birth > anniversary

sC-Twf Gin u u  w i l t t i /V I  rts.iu  u ;« v tu  u t»d  ugwi j«#k> fVJ 4 w . rrw t/lt i
It was a Sivaratd night during the early Eighteen-sixtees. Distinguished Vidwans 

had assembled in the Royal Court of Mummadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar. The Maharaja 
used to sit through the whole night listening to music. An interesting feature of that 
session was that one musician would start a Pallavi and then each would take it up by 
turns and develop it. On that particular night a Vidwan from outside Mysore started a 
Pallavi which was probably a bit tricky. None among the Vidwans came forward to take

it up. It looked as if he bad 
thrown a challenge which, could 
not be met by the others. Non
plussed at the sad plight of his 
own Vidwans, the Maharaja cast 
an anxious look at Chikkara- 
mappa, a leading Vainika ©f his 
Court. A young lad of 7 sitting 
by his side was impatient to sing 
that Pallavi. Chikkaramappa 
submitted to the Maharaja: 
“Your Highness, it is an ordinary 
Pallavi. If permitted, my son 
will sing it*’. The boy easily 
sang the Pallavi as though he 
had known it for months. The 
Maharaja’s joy knew no bounds. 
He embraced the boy, showered 
him with presents and prophe
sied a gteat future for the boy.

This boy was none other 
than Seshanna who later became 
a celebrated Vainika.

Seshanna was born in? 
1852 in a Madhwa Brahmin 
family whose pedigree is traceable 
to Adiappaiah, the composer of 
the immortal Varna ‘ Viriboni* 
in Bhairavi. His father, Chikka
ramappa was a leading Vainika
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and his mother came from a family of distinguished musicians. Seshanna had his initial 
training in Veena under his faifcer when he was yet a child. The responsibility of 
bringing him up fell on Venjtamma, his elder sister. She arranged to continue his 
advanced training under Dodda Seshanna, another eminent Vainika and a disciple of 
Chikkaramappa. In addition he learnt Vocal music from Mysore Sadasiva Rao. He 
practised for 12 to 14 hours a day. Venkamma was his mentor who keenly observed 
him while he practised and most unhesitatingly pointed out bis mistakes. Devoted 
practice combined with gift helped him attain mastery over the instrument in a short 
time.

One fine day he gave his first performance in his Guru’s house in the presence of 
Vidwans. The Guru felt proud of his disciple and blessed him with a pair of shawls.

Thereafter Seshanna started giving performances all over the country and won the 
appreciation of Vidwans and connoisseurs alike. By the time he was 25 years of age he had 
become a celebrity. Maharajas and Sangita Sabhas vied with one another to honour him. 
Chamaraja Wodeyar, the Maharaja of Mysore, appointed him as the leading Vidwan in his 
court. Nalvadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar conferred on him the title ** Vainika Sikhamani” .

There are people even today who recall how he cast a hypnotic spell on the listeners 
by bis melodic and rhythmic patterns. Ragas like Todi, Kalyani, Kansas, Kedaram, 
Junjhooti and Behag played by him are still haunting their memories, they say.

Seshanna was also a composer in his own right. He has composed 11 Swarajatis, 
9 Varnas, 16 Krltis and 17 Tillanas. The compositions are in Telugu and Kannada. 
There are 2 Ragamalika Varnas in which he has used rare Ragas like Mai a vast i, Abherini, 
Kokila, Gummakamboji and Chittamohini. He has composed Tillanas in Hindusthanj 
ragas like Darbari Kanada and Poorvi. Some of his Varnas are set to unusual Talas like 
Sankima Mathya, Khanda Mathya, Misra Triputa and Khanda Dhruva. A study and 
practice of his compositions can give us an idea of his Veena technique and his fine 
aesthetic sense. One can also see that he was a pastmaster in the use of Datu Swaras. 
His genious is most pronounced in his Tillanas which he dedicated to his royal patrons. 
Who has not heard his Junjooti Tillana and charmed with i t !

I had seen Seshanna when I was a boy of 6. His personality is still vivid in my 
memory. He was a. fair-complexioned man, with spiritual eyes and a prominent nose, 
The impression one got when one saw his face was that he was a Nadayogi. He played 
on other instruments also like Violin, Sarabath, Piano and Jalatarang.

My Guru Venkatagiriyappa always kept thinking of Veena Seshanna. He used 
to say that he was a humble, simple, childlike man. He would recall how he went into 
ecstasies while playing on Veena and how he wanted to share the joy with others. He was 
sensitive to good music It did not matter to him whether he produced it or others. He 
never refused to play for anyone who visited his house during any part of the day or night.
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Playing Veena was a spiritual Sadhana for him. Fame and fortune came in search of him. 
He felt he was too small for a great instrument like Veena. ‘‘I play not according to the 
capacity of the Veena but according to my own capacity” he used to say.

j y j h  g  a jl n g  * a < j||J.|yS  A p  q t l T  fc
He left behind him a host of disciples prominent among them being Venkatagiriappa, 

Lakshminaranappa, Shermadevi Subramanya Sastry, Tirumala Rajamma, Srirangara 
Ramaswamy Iyengar, V. Narayana Iyer, Bheema Rao, A. S. Chandrashekhariah 
(Grandson) and V. N. Rao (Grandson). } y.?

During the last one month of his 75 years of glorious life he fell ill. A good 
astrologer that he was, he had almost guessed the time of his end which came in July 1926 • 
He had no regrets whatsoever to depart from this world. But he. was sad at heart to part 
from his Veena.
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$fh$!prf<&&t aap ieuanp tgitb G&C.a& inu>. |g)» 0 «j)t_(u ‘a.Gtffisfi’ prr&  ^eorruSssr
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suss>3iss)uj esieup^ iiup rrp  LSlehSsrj eun&uuem pg; G & il@ ib  G u rrq ^ ilQ a , & p p i euLLL^rrp pp jS , 

Slpm jDiiua&fleo a//T(tjplq tm aeuuiS lehSsfiunrf, eusmuf- G arrsm rQ , umLL<s$)L- eBpLLuj_iu
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ST(LgQwm qg^]ib, G a r r^ a  G p p p $ e o  a,(p^.GiLinupes>ipppi & jn& ULj u&fla® LL&,6&Q ib.

^ (^ a G a p p p n  ^ 60iup$® ) ^ m flaSI& au  Q u p p  G p p L -rrG su , ^ snp& tm prr piSlehSsn 
Q ppm  Qppeorr& u G u p p  Gaj^LD^liurT<pib. SjlQijGvmw 3h.tr ^pemwdsmuBiso Gpm _rrei{U ), 

Q&mSssr, lduSISso G a& euu G u^Lorreb ^ e o iu p ^ ls c  piitaiaam&sSliLfib, p n iL i—p a m  G «/t l Ls3)l_ 
u3 eo p iu a a  issiaiaaiiiSieSliL^Lb, pQ^uu-ipib (ippeShu ^^ ssrriuaeifleo a rrp p n a a ^ p ib , sxjnr&snnaw&o 
gSturt LDi—p^ leo p r r p u p i aeupebr p \ iia  prransweupQpib, ®l®jrt G u p p  erv&sruarreisrriia&flp 

&l®).

esieup^ liupnrp LBenSsnai^ )pemGL_ qp&xsShurt. (ip p p G u sssr ffieusrru) & p p ifl
^fibtstrren, Srrmrrrf ffie k m p p w iS  pn lUtSBra&rrpifltssr w^msB. ^ (B ppeuit, a&sraeueoeSI, ^ a a rro r  

Lfpib &l(njey<sm ^pitp^ii3 <sn̂ snu3 &sr ix>8ssreB. , m su p ^ iu p n  p  i3 &T8sn3,(p £g)0 piLaenatLirt- 

LhfwaerrpfiLbuDrr&T, (Qirswiburnsn -  ssm ® . *£•

^LbLDrruGuLLe® L-.u u& ffiifluLB&rftsn, ^ 0 #Q<?/Ei«zrLLi_nif0 Zf (Q pp rru g ) i3&r?ent uipesf) 
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“ WANTED : A RAGA MACHINE !”

P. K .  D o r a i s w a m y , i .a s .

1 . “How many Ragas lie concealed in just 7 Swaras !” -  thus begins a popular 
Tamil film song. This is also sometimes posed as a question by persons getting newly 
interested in (Carnatic Music. The word ‘Raga’ also means ‘desire’. Just as a single 
mind can contain limitless desires, cannot a single octave contain a limitless number of 
Ragas ? The glory ^f our music lies in the fact that the common concept of a ‘tune’ has 
been aesthetically refined and intellectualised into the concept of a ‘Raga’. The Raga 
being the quintessence of our music, there is a view that we have a cultural responsibility 
towards posterity to transmit an enriched musical legacy. It is, therefore, very legitimate 
to raise the question -  how new Ragas can be created ? •>/.

2. The well-known description of Raga that it is something which pleases 
(“ Ranjayati iti Ragah”) is too vague and subjective to be of any use. Tastes differ and 
people like Dr. Johnson who defined music as ‘the least intolerable noise’ will perhaps 
never be pleased A more operational description would, therefore, be necessary. To 
summarise what is well-known, Venkatanaakhi’s scheme lays down the following ground- 
rules which an Arohana-Avarohana should follow :

OJ K, t i J i I** j W I v l  <’ i>$n &ait fc.
(a) It should contain at least five notes out of the 12 in the octave.

(b) One of the notes should necessarily be Pa or Ma (in addition, of course,
1 , ^  to Sa).

(c) Two varieties of the same Vikrita Swara should not occur consecutively.

3. Basically, there are two approaches to the creation of Ragas. One is to try and 
enlarge the scope for the formation of new Ragas by breaking some of these ground-rules 
and the other is the creation of Ragas within the framework of the above ground-rules.

"  -:i * '> M  ‘  & J*  w o  v ,  -■ , v i  j . j

4. Breaking some of the ground-rules referred to above throws up some very 
interesting possibilities. Some of us have heard Ragas like ‘Mahati’ and ‘Sumukham’ 
created by Balamuralikrisbna with only 4 notes breaking Rule (a) above. Rule (b) which 
is considered even more basic was broken not by any modern youngster craving for 
publicity and novelty, but by the late Muthiah Bhagavathar in a remarkable composition 
in the Raga ‘Niroshtha’ which takes ‘Sa ri ga da ni sa’ of the 29th Mela. He has avoided 
not only the swaras ‘Pa and Ma' but also the consonants ‘Pa and M a’ with the result that 

. the composition can be sung without the lips touching each other. Venkatamakhi him>elf 
bypassed Rule (c) by his ingenious system of dual names for the Vikrita Swaras. Whereas 
strict adherence to Rule (c) produced only 32 melas, bypassing it produced 40 more ! 
Hindusthani musicians have gone even further by creating beautiful Ragas like ‘Lalit’ in 
which the two Ma’s occur together. It, therefore, appears that the scheme is capable of 
producing new Ragas sometimes even when one violates the rules for its operation !
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5. Let us now examine whether each and every Arohana-Avarohana conforming 
to all the three ground-rules of the scheme would necessarily lead to the creation of a new 
Raga. The Melakarta scheme, though ingenious and neat, is also an aesthetic trap which 
has led some people to believe that it is some sort of a ‘Slot Machine’ dispensing new 
Ragas every time a new combination of swaras is put into i t ! Two approaches are possible 
here. The first one is to analyse the various Arohana-Avarohana patterns of the existing 
well-known Ragas and see whether we can discern a formula for constructing productive 
Arohana-Avarohana Murchanas. The other is to adopt a ‘computer approach’. That is 
to say, we construct all possible combinations of notes in the form of Arohana-Avarohana 
eliminating trivial modifications of recognised Arohana-Avarohana and see whether the 
remaining combinations can be expounded into aesthetically viable and distinct Ragas.

6. An analysis of the Arohana-Avarohanas of the existing well-known Ragas fails 
to reveal any magic formula for encapsulating a Raga in the form of an Arohana-Avaro
hana. The position is straightforward only in the case of Melakarta Ragas which have 
krama sampurna scales both in the ascent and descent. In the case of asampurna vakra 
Ragas, there is an endless variety in the Arohana-Avarohanas In some cases, the 
Arohana-Avarohanas do not contain foreign notes which lend a distinctive character to the 
Ragas. In many cases, special varja prayogas which are permissible in the elaboration of 
the Raga cannot be perceived by looking at the Arohana-Avarohana. Then, there are 
ragas like Sindhubhairavi and Maand for which it is practically impossible to attempt an 
Arohana-Avarohana as these Ragas take most of the notes in the octave. We have also a 
peculiar group of Ragas like Saindhavi, Kuranji and Navroj where the Raga has to be 
defined not only in terms of the notes but also in terms of Sthayi. Then we have Ragas 
like Nadatarangini whose Arohana is ‘Sa pa ma ri ga ri sa \ That is to say, the Arohana 
starts with Sa and comes back to Sa ! Jt is evident from the above examples that cons
truction of an Arohana-Avarohana may not be useful as a starting point for the creation 
of a Raga. In fact, it could be argued that intuitive perception of the Raga swarupa must 
precede any attempt to construct an Arohana-Avarohana. It is true that many of our 
well-known Ragas did exist as distinct and viable musical entities long before the theoreti
cal basis of our music was systematised. It is also true that some Ragas like lCadanaku- 
tuhalam have been created purely by a process of experimentation with the scale. It is 
also possible that an odd scale created through experimentation may lead to an insight 
into the swarupa of new musical forms. However, by and large, where intuitive perception 
precedes the creation of a scale, the resultant Raga is more amenable to elaboration, 
whereas Ragas resulting from experimental scales have to be kept alive mainly through 
skilful compositions. Would it then be correct to lay down a rigid rule that no musical 
entity represented by an Arohana-Avarohana should be recognised as a Raga unless it 
lends itself to elaborate alapana ? This question in fact goes to the heart of the matter. 
Ideally speaking, this would be a very acceptable definition of a Raga. But the adoption 
of such a rigorous criterion should not mean dethroning such beautiful Ragas as 
Punnagavarali, Nadanamakriya and Tarangini. On the whole, would the system gain or 
lose by the adoption of such a rigid criterion, has to be considered. It is possible to argue 
that if Raga is the quintessence of our music, Rasa is the quintessence of a Raga and any
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Raga which can evoke a distinct Rasa, whether through alapana or through compositions, 
deserves to be recognised as a full-fledged Raga. Many people would agree that this view 
represents a happy compromise which preserves both the spirit of the Indian musical 
system as well as some beautiful melodies which have existed for centuries in folk music. 
It is possible that a highly gifted musician might say that the capacity to evoke a distinct 
Rasa depends not only on the scale but on the creativity of the musician and, therefore, 
any scale which could be skilfully exploited and presented by a gifted musician should be 
recognised as a new Raga. While, logically speaking, this argument cannot be repudiated, 
our experience with all the existing major Ragas shows that this is not so. How else can 
one explain the impact created by a Raga like Kalyani irrespective of who sings it ? Is it 
really possible, however gifted a musician might be, to go on creating new Ragas of the 
calibre of Kalyani, Todi or Sankarabharanam ? Will it be possible for listeners without 
any formal training in music to recognise such Ragas as spontaneously as they do in the 
case of well-known Ragas ?

7. Without appearing to be dogmatic, one cannot help feeling that future additions 
to the Raga system are more likely to be in the group of minor Ragas not amenable to 
elaborate alapana and which would require to be kept alive in ‘incubator compositions’. 
This does not, of course, mean that these are not likely to be beautiful or pleasing.

8. If it is true that the Law of Diminishing Returns has set in the field of creating 
new Ragas, what should be one’s reaction to the situation ? The Indian mind is always 
tempted to relate everything to the Infinite. Whether it is religion, music or philosophy, 
we always bring in the concept of the Infinite somehow or the other. It might hurt our 
cultural pride to accept that the system of major Ragas may, after all, be finite, though 
lar^e. There is no need to be apologetic, defensive or desperate about this and look around 
for a ‘ Raga machine”, as the system, as it is, is rich enough to survive indefinitely and 
also to provide sufficient scope for intensive creativity. At the same time, one need not 
take the view that there is no need at all to attempt any innovation in the field of 
creating new Ragas. The only danger to be guarded against in innovation is the danger of 
ultimately equating Raga with a mere scale or a tune which would put our musical clock 
back by several centuries and lead to the loss of ‘classicality’ in our music. It is this 
‘transmission loss’ in our musical culture that we should avoid in trying to pass on an 
enriched musical legacy to posterity.
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M. Balamurali Krishna

Balamurali krishna was born to Mr. Pattabhiiamayya and Mrs. Suryakantamma 
on the Ekadasi in July 1930. Unfortunately on the next Ekadasi, his mother journeyed to 
the other world.

Balamurali Krishna had his training under “Gayaka Sarva Bhoutna”, the late 
Parupaili Ramakrishniah Pantulu of Vijayawada, A. P., a distinguished musician, 
and a great grand direct disciple of Saint Tyagaraja.

Being a child prodigy, Balamurali was intuitively singing at the age of five, and 
before his ninth year he started giving concerts. His first concert was on the AIR, Madras, 
in 1939. He got the opportunity to present himself during the annual Aradhana celebsa. 
tions of Saint Tyagaraja at Tiruvayyaru when he was only twelve years old. Apart from 
singing he exhibited the skill of playing on the Violin and Mridangam. He has been a 
pioneer in introducing the Viola in Carnatic music. He has had the privilage of accom
panying the stalwarts of the recent past like Ariyakudi Ramanuja Ayyangar, G. N. Bala- 
subramaniam and Chittor Subramanyam Pillai. Once Ariyakudi was in search of a Violin 
accompanist to give a performance at Machalipitnam. Balamurali who was only 13 years 
old was selected to accompany this great musician. Ariyakudi not knowing the boy’s 
ability, asked him not to change his own way of playing but Balamurali assured him that 
he would keep pace with his rendering.* Ariyakudi at the end had to raise his $ye.bcQYV£ 
and this was how Balamurali was introduced to him.

Balamurali has worked in All India Radio, Madras, Vijayawada and HyderatpPf* 
Producer of music and broughtout many rare and neglected Ragas, and also as ^rincip^Pof 
the Government College of Music and Dance. Vijayawada. However he realise^ that his 
official duties permitted him very little time for doing research ; he resigned his post .and' 
ever since 1965, has been been concentrating on original work in music.

As a performing artiste Balamurali Krishna has visited Singapore, Malaysia and Sri 
Lanka. He has acquired experience in the film field also and has assisted as play-back 
singer in a number of Tamil, Telugu, Kannada and Malayalam films He has also acted 
on the stage and in films.

Balamurali was inspired by Sri Vimalananda Swamiji of Kuttalum Mutt to compose 
songs in order to develop a creative bent of mind. It was at that time that he got the idea 
of composing songs in 72 Janaka ragas. Within a period of two years he completed the 
work and published a book entitled ‘Janakaraga Kriti Manjari’. In his forward to the 
book he has remarked that he does not belong to the class of people who are contented 
with the knowledge of a few popular Ragas without venturing to sing obsolete ones and 
says that every Raga should be sung. Balamurali has composed a number of Kritis, 
Varnas and Tillanas in Sanskrit, Telugu and Tamil. One of the best compositions of 
Balamurali is perhaps the one on his mother ‘Ninnu korina korikalimma’.

6
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Besides he has invented many new Ragas, among them, Ragas like Mabati, 
Sumukham (containing'only four notes) Sarvashri, Omkari (containing only three notes), 
-call for special mention. Ragas like Hamsavinodini, Revati, Rohini, Pratimadbyamavati, 
Janasammodini, Manorama, Vallabi etc. are his personal creations. A number of com
positions in the rare Ragas have now become popular because of his efforts.

Balamurali (in Telugu). Balamurali Krishna has sung fcr as many as eight long playing 
records, twelve EP records and more than 50 SP records.

many students in vocal music, in the playing of instruments like violin, viola, veena, mri- 
dangam, kanjira and in dance.

Balamurali’s music is enjoyable in all the three aspects, alapa, lyric and swarapras- 
tara and his sonorous, melodious voice makes it all the more pleasant. While rendering a 
Kriti he gives utmost importance to each word and sentiment and completes it in an 
unhurried fashion. Swaraprastara is Balamuraii’s speciality, the permutations and 
combinations at times being intricate.

With all the good aspects of an ideal singer, Balamurali is considered a controver
sial musician. He never wants to tread the beaten track in the name of tradition. 
Some people, generally old-timers, do not wish to go to his concerts because he introduces 
his own compositions, that too, in rare Ragas. It is a pity that such people fail to 
understand that good music is always good, no matter whether it is popular or rare.

M f f m

The following publications and records of his songs have come out : 1. Janaka 
raga kriti manjari (Telugu and Tamil) 2. Murali Ravali (in Tamil) 3. Tillanas of

Dr. Balamurali Krishna has received several titles from various official and non-
official organisations in the country, including ‘Padmasri’ of Government of India, 
Doctorate of the Andhra University, and the S. N. Akademi Award (1975).

Dr. Balamuralikrishna has freely taught music to numerous students. He has also 
started an Institution called ‘Murali Ravali' through which he is giving free training to
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MUSICIANS & MUSICOLOGISTS
who have been given 

SPECIAL HONOURS & CERTIFICATES OF MERIT

at the Annual Conference - Sadas

24th Conference 1950/51 Dec. 31 1950 Smt. C. Saraswathi Bai

26th Conference 1952/53 Jan. 1 1953 Tandava Pandita Bharatam Nallur
Narayanaswami Iyer 
Vidvan Jalatarangam 

Sri Ramaniah Chetty 
Vidvan Papanasam Sivan

28th Conference 1954/55 Jan. 1 1955 Vidvan T. K. Sesha Aiyangar 
Sri Annaswami Bhagavatar (Harilcatha) 
Prof. P. Sambamoorthy 
Sri E. Krishna Iyer

30th Conference 1956/57 Jan. 1 1957 Jalatarangam Vidvan 
Anayampatti Subba Iyer 
Mridangam and Ghatam Vidvan 
Umayalpuram Kothandarama Iyer 

Violin Vidvan Madras C. Balakrishna Iyer 
Gottu Vadyam Boodalur 
Krishnamurthi Sastrigal 

Bharata Natyam Vidushi Mylapore 
Smt Gowri Ammal
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31st. Conference 1957/58 Jan. 1 1958
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Vidvan Sri R. Anantakrishna Sarma

Vidvan M. Ramalinga Bhagavatar

Vidvan Mridangam Sakkottai
Rangu Iyengar

Vidvan Nagasvaram P. N. Angappa Pillai, 
Tiruchi

Vidusfai Veenai Shanmukhavadivu

32nd Conference 1958/59 Jan. 1 1959

33rd Conference 1959/60 Jan. 3 1960
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34th Conference 1960/61 Jan. 3 1961
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35th Conference 1961/62 Jan. 4 1952

Ennappadam Venkatarama Bhagavatar 

Tanjore Mridangam Ramadoss Rao 

Vidvan Tinniyam Venkatarama Iyer 

Prof. Vissa Appa Rao

Vidvan Palghat Subba Iyer 

Prof. R. Srinivasan
Vidvan Sermadevi Subramanya Sastrigal 

Pandit S. N. Ratnajankar, Lucknow

Vidvan P. Veeriah Chowdhury Hyderabad 

Vidvan Vidyala Narasirahulu Naidu

Vidvan Varahur Muthuswami Iyer 

Chilakalapudi Venkateswara Sarma 

Vidvan Mridangam Mani Iyer

36th Conference 1962/63 Jan. 1 1963 Nil

37th Conference 1963/64 Jan. 1 1964 Nil

38th Conference 1964/65 Jan. 3 1965 T. N. C. Venkatanarayanacharyalu
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39th Conference 1965/66 Jan. 1 1966 Vidvan Erode Viswanatha Iyer

Vidvan Ghatam Vilvadri Iyer
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40th Conference 1966/67 Jan. 1 1967 B. Subba Rao, Mysore

41st. Conference 1967/68 Jan. 1 1968 Umayalpuram S. Rajagopala Iyer

42nd Conference 1968/69 Jan. 1 1969
rMg&uU. . F/L

Dr. V. Raghavan

43rd Conference 1969/70 Jan. 1 1970 Ecnbar Vijayaraghavachariar (Harikatha)

44th Conference 1970/71 Jan. 1 1971 Vidvan Mridangam Karaikudi Muthu Iyer 
Vidvan Maruthuvakudi 
Rajagopala Iyer (Gopu)

45th Conference 1971/72 Jan. 2 1972 Vidvan Nori Nagabhushanam
Pantulu, Hyderabad
Vidvan Veenai A. Sundaram Iyer
Vidvan Mridangam Tiruvarur Kunju 
(Rajagopala Iyer)

46th Conference 1972/73 Jan. 3 1973 V. V. Narasimhachariar, Kakinada

Vidvan Turaiyur Rajagopala Sarma
Vidvan M. K. Kalyanakrishna Baghavatar, 

. Trivandrum
Vidvan C. S.Murugabhoopathy

47th Conference 1973/74 Jan. 1 1974 Vidvan Titte Krishna Aiyangar, Mysore 
Vidvan Pandanallur Nattuvanar
M. Muthiah Pillai
Sri Sandhyavandanam Srinivasa Rao

48th Conference 1974/75 Jan. 1 1975 Sint. Banni Bai (Harikatha)
Dr. T. S. Ramakrishnan

Vidvan Mridanga Kolanka Venkataraju
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49th Conference 1975/76 Jan. 1 1976

50th Conference 1976/77 Jan. 2 1977

Dikshitar Bi Centenary : Special 
Souvenirs presented for contribution to 
the propagation of Dikshitar Kritanas : 
Sangita Kalanidhi Smt. D. K. Pattammal, 
Sri B. Rajam Iyer, Sri Kailidaikuruchi 
M. Ramalinga Bhagavatar,
Sri Kailidaikuruchi 
K. H. Mahadeva Iyer,
Dr. S. Ramanathan

Tiruvenkadu Nagasvara Vidvan 
Subramania Pillai 
Valangaiman Thavil 
Vidvan A. Shanmughasundaram Pillai 
Vidvan K. C. Tvagarajan 
Vidvan R. K. Venkatarama Sastri 

Vidvan K. R. Kumaraswami Ayyar 
Sri R. Rangaramanuja Aiyangar
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5 lit. Conference 1977/78 Jan. 1 1978 Vidvan Ramachandra Iyer
Vidvan Aripirala Satyanarayanamurti 
Vidvan Sethuramiah
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Dr. Balamurali Krishna Y : 1 '1 Y3:n 9
jertoosid tefiofUb

Hon'ble Chief .Minister: of Tamil Nadu Thiru. M. G • Hamacbandran, Respected
President of the Music Academy Sri. K. R. Sundaram Iyer, Ladies and Gentlemen l

•' .y&b insaetq srtt to tiermofted Jr
I deem it a great honour to have been considered worthy by the Experts' 

Committee to be chosen as PffesideiW of this, the 52nd" Cohference o f5 the' Music 
Academy, i am deeply conscious of the awe-inspiring line up of great  ̂ exponents 
of Carnatic music on whom this unique honour has been conferred ih yoster years. 
I myself have been unduobtedly, along with several of you, a reverent and keen listener 
to the eloquent words of sagacity and wisdom that have marked the Presidential 
addresses of my worthy predecessors. Most of them had been conferred this great 
honour in the twilight of thdir long and Illustrious carder. This had enabled thdrh 'Id 
reeount the glories of the golden age of Carnatic music, which, in the opinion of 
many, is fading, and to extoil the glories of ancient systems of learning and tradition
in musical performance. I have the dubious houour o f being a relatively young 
recipient Of the honour ? even though ft: am in a- position to look back over
forty years of my career as a performiag artist and to ""share with you the lessons 
that I feel worthy of learning from this long experience. I feel particularly pleased to 
look ahead to the future and to share with you some of my reflections on where 
Carnatic music is heading in the next few years. In this exercise, 1 am undoubtedly 
fettered by the deep roots in tradition that my long years of association with 
Carnatic music has bound me with but at the same time my Somewhat inquisitive 
and exploratory mind prevents my getting bogged down in the quagmire of the 
'old is gold* syndrome. May I therefore crave the indulgence of all of you in.this, my 
essay into the unravelled and unexplored vistas of Carnatic music.

ni. itfon
! r

No doubt, trc
Should ,hpt 1'museii^'

is a barrier placed, on progress in the name of what is.obsolete. Change is however 
inevitable whether one likes it or not. Without invention there cannot be progress

T-l
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and therefore a judicious interplay of tradition and invention are necessary to develop 
good music. It is well known that the existing tradition of our Carnatic music is 
only the sampradaya of the recent past. One cannot sing or play as it was sung or 
played some f 00 years ago or even fifty years back. Thus the concept of tradition is a 
dynamic factor. Though tradition and change are opposite factors, the change is more 
powerful and influences tradition to change with the ages. #

The basic concept of music may be said to be "Vamsabhivruddhi". 'Vamsa' is 
bamboo which has many branches and ever evolving and developing. Perhaps this 
may be the reason to picturise Lord Sri Krishna with Vamsee the flute, to signify that 
evolution and development in music is a continuous process. The word tradition 
i tself may be humorously defined as Tree -f- addition *= Tradition - a tree with many 
additional branches.

Today in the field of music, there are principally three groups

1 [ Performers of the present day.

2. Performers who call themselves traditionlists.

3. Musicologists. 4 ,
■; o . y ' ;  ' y „/ y ' y f. ‘ '****& 0V3f? •

Musicologists are concerned mainly with finding out theories and collecting 
valuable information about the history of music. The performers who call themselves 
traditionalists believe only in the music of the past generation. They face a 
critical dilemma - an inability to cope up with the present day tendencies in music 
and incapacity to go back to the past generation. Present day performers are exposed 
to the criticisms of the traditionalists but supported more by the public. It would 
give great pleasure for the present day artists if the traditionalists change their attitude 
and come forward to appreciate anything that is good in the performers of today. 
Anything outside the beaten track should not be frowned upon by traditionalists as 
not conforming to sampradaya and hide-bound tradition. Were the great past 
masters of Carnatic music late Sri Ariyakkudi Ramanuja Iyengar and late Sri Maha- 
rajapuram Viswanatha Iyer etc., singing alike? Which tradition were they following? 
The tradition is only the style of Carnatic music. Each artist is presenting the music 
in his or her own style and this individuality establishes a style for every performer. 
The creative musician nurtures the growth of music in all dimensions by adding new 
elements to the art • The great art comes mostly from non-conformists, t C; j v m - 3

The general audience for classical music has greatly increased which is a 
welcome change but this has brought with it a number of problems and respon
sibilities for the performing artists. The integrity of the art should be well guarded 
by the artist. The performers are called upon to sing or play in a number of different 
situations wifh different types of audience in addition to regular concerts. 
This environment tempts, the young artists to develop their own etyle Of performing

m i
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artists should never be at the cost of abandoning our great musical tradition ; they 
should be within the framework of the style of Carnatic music. The young musician 
should not, as it often happens, copy either his own teacher or any other famous 
artist. The individuality should be developed which is in essence a re-integrating 
process. This is the invaluable advice given by my esteemed GurU Late "Gayaka- 
sarvabhouma” Sri Parupalli Ramakrishnayya Pantulu. From what one learns from 
his Guru, one should with his own intelligence and hardwork make a synthesis into 
something new. He must either consummate a tradition or initiate another, 
either do what has already been done in a better way or do something entirely new. 
There rs no short cut for achieving greatness or fame in any art, and it is a very slow 
and difficult process which demands first of all proper training, intelligence and above 
all a long and sustained endeavour. a J ■

Nowadays, the general musical knowledge of the public has very much improved 
end very few listeners can be hoodwinked by the musician performing mere acrobatics. 
Where there were 100 Vidwans trained in Gurukula tradition, there are 500 to-day 
who have successfully come out from conservatories; Most of the young artists of 
today are performing in an above average level and so to attain name and fame, one 
is compelled to improve one's technical brilliance and the art of presentation to a 
great extent to face the modern situation. The artists are also more subject to praise 
as well as criticism owing to the popularity of the listening public. There is a tendency 
now in Rasikas to support and boost a particular artist to the highest pedastal and 
condemn the rest of the artists by criticising them very adversely. This unhealthy 
attitude of the Rasikas should be cofnpletely erased by the artists alone by discourag
ing this attitude of their Rasikas. The artists themselves should learn to respect and 
appreciate their colleagues. The criticisms are necessary but should always be for 
constructive purposes. »d? ei drij tb namud its

OKgriY&iq yd 1
- The merits of the time-honoured Gurukula system can never be challenged but 
since the times are changing, it finds difficult to meet the demands of the public 
and so music conservatories have a great responsibility to train the students of music 
in a proper way. The syllabus, methods of teaching, examination and evaluation 
systems of the present day need modification. After the successful completion of 
the course in a conservatory, the person should decide whether he prefers to become 
a performing artist or a musicologist. According to his preference, he should specialise 
at least for five years under an able Guru to understand the techniques of presention 
aud interpretation of music which is something more than merely learning the techni
calities of music if he wants to be a performing artist; and if one likes to be a 
musicologist, he can pursue his studies further.and do research under able guidance in 
a conservatory.

New experiments may be conducted in Carnatic music by musicologists 
as well as by musicians provided the experiments neither change nor affect the nature
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of Carnatic music. Innumerable new ragas, the'Jawab-Sawal' which is a dialogue 
between the artist and the accompanists, the violin and the mridangam in Swara- 
kalpana. I took some initiative in this line ; it is followed today by both South Indian 
and North Indian artists in their performances. Pallavis in complicated tala* and 
last but not least the orchestral music in Carnatic music, can be experimented success
fully. Here I wish to express my sincere thanks to our Hon'ble Chief Minister of 
Tamil Nadu Sri. M. G Ramachandran, for having instituted awards for talent promotion 
in musicians for creating new ragas and new musical forms and I also wish that the 
awards should be given wherever the talent is found. Performers of classical type 
of Carnatic music may try to compose melodies for film music based on the ragas 
of Carnatic music which will be a praiseworthy change and the films which are the 
most effective mass-media can introduce tunes based on Carnatic music in the 
songs and thereby improve the taste of the public by training their ears to appreciate 
classical music.

The music Sabhas, Press, Radio and T. V. play a major role in maintaining the 
standard of music. The Sabhas should encourage the deserving young artists but 
not by degrading the art by getting monitary help from them. Biased reviews 
with destructive criticism from the Press, and sub-standard musical broadcasts 
from the Radio and T. V. should be averted. The listeners should attend in large 
numbers to the performances of budding artists to encourage them. Nowadays 
tape-recording of the performances of the artists when they perform in Sabhas and 
broadcast from AIR or T. V. has become a fashion. I believe that many people are 
commercialising these recordings. Those who want to commercialise or get profit 
out of that, should give a certain percentage of the profit to the artists also.

A few suggestions have been made for improving one's talent but aprat from 
all human efforts, the grace of the Almighty is the vital factor for any achievement. 
| conclude by praying to Sadguru Sri Tyagaraja for the welfare of all musicians 
and Rasikas, and I dedicate this distinguished honour you have done mo 
to my Guruparampara, to Sri Sadguru Tyagaraja, Manambuchavadi Sri Venkaatsubbiah, 
Sri Dakshinamoorthy Sastri, and my revered Guru Parupalli Sri Ramakrishnyya Pantulu.
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The Music Academy, Madras

Distinguished Persons who opened the Annual Conferences

1929 The Zamindar of Seithur
1930 Her Highness the Junior Maharani of Travancore
1931 Sir C. P. Ramaswamy Iyer, K C. I. E.
1932 Hon. Dr. Raja Sir Annamlai Chettiar, Raja of Chettinad
1933 Dr. Sir C. V. Raman, M.A. Ph.D., F.R.S.
1934 Raja Sir M. A. Mutbiah Chettiar
1935 The Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, P.C., C.H., LL.D. ^ 4,
1936 Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Iyer, K. C. S. I.
1937 Hon. Sri C. Rajagopalachari
1938 His Highness the Yuvaraja of Mysore, G. C. I. H.
1939 Sir R. K. Shanmukham Chettiar
1940 His Highness the Maharaja of Travancore, G. C. I. E., D. Litt.
1941 Maharaja of Pithapuram Ji nc
1942 Sir M. Venkatasubba Rao, K. C. I. E.
1943 Dr. Sir S. Radhakrishnan
1944 Dr. R. M. Alagappa Chettiar
1945 The Rajah of Ramnad
1946 Dr. U. Rama Rao » :  . U  ivl A
1947 The Rajah of Sivaganga
1948 H. E. The Maharaja of Bhavanagar, GovernQr of Madras
1949 Hon. Sri P. S. Kumaraswamy Raja
1950 Her Highness the Maharani of Bhavnagar
1951 Sri T. R. Venkatarama Sastri
1952 H. E. Sri Prakasa, Governor of Madras
1953 Hon. Dr. B. V. Keskar
1954 Hon. Sri T. T. Krishnamachari
1955 Hon. Dr. C. D. Deshmukh
1956 Hon. Sri Moraiji Desai
1957 H. H. The Maharaja of Mysore
1958 H. E. Sri Bishnuram Medhi, Governor of Madras
1959 Hon. Dr. Humayun Kabir
1960 Dr. P. V. Rajamannar
1961 Sri V. T. Krishnamachariar
1962 Hon. Sri M. Bhaktavatsalam
1963 Hon. Sri K. Kamaraj
1964 Sri G. D. Birla * 7 " ” ? ^  V
1965 Hon. Sri R. Venkataraman
1966 H. E. Sardar Ujjal Singh, Governor of Madras >1
1967 Dr. B. Gopala Reddy r$\. ,; ; . , ; ^
1968 Maharani Setu Parvati Bai , fU
1969 Sri T. S. Rajam
1970 H. E Sri V. Viswanathan, Governor of Kerala
1971 H. E. Sri K. K. Shah, Governor of Madras
1972 Rashtrapati V. V. Giri * - ‘
1973 Dr. Bharat Ram ufmiainrc
1974 Hon. Sri C. Subramaniam *.c nto ,; kiu v
1975 Dr. Kalaignar M. Karunanidhi
1976 Hon. Dr. Karan Singh
1977 Smt. Rukminri Devi
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1929

1930

1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1976
1977

Presidents of the Annual Experts' Conferences
(y  i 't|T  a r ?  A f t  A ft  "If $ T  s f{ II: f  f ? v ;i| q a

Sri T. V. Subba Rao, Vidvan T. S. Sabhesa Iyer and 
Sri M. S. Ramaswamy Iyer
Gayakasikharaani Harikesanallur Muthia Bhagavatar and 
Sri T. Subba Rao » . ~ni;
Gayaka Siromani Swaminatha Iyer of Pazhamaneri 
Vidvan Tiger K. Varadachariar 

,, K. Ponnayya Pillai .. » .
„ T S. Sabhesa Iyer
„ Sangita Sastra Ratna K. Vasudevachar
„ Swaminatha Iyer of Umayalpuram

Brahmasri Chidambara Bhagavatar of Agara Mangudi 
Gayakasikharaani Ariyakudi Ramanauja Iyengar 
Vidvan Musiri Subramania Iyer 

„ Vedanta Bhagavatar of Kallidaikurichi
Prof. D. Venkataswami Naidu
Vidvan Subbarama Bhagavatar of Mazhavarayanendal 

„ Palladam Sanjiva Rao
Sri T. L. Venkatarama Iyer 
Vidvan Maharajapuram Viswanatha Iyer 
Rajasevanirata Semmangudi Srinivasa Iyer 
Vidvan Rajamanickam Pillai

„ Mudikondan C. Venkatarama Iyer
„  Karur Chinnaswamy Iyer
„ Chembai Vaidyanatha Bhagavatar
„ Karaikudi Sambasiva Iyer
„ Tirupampuram N. Swaminatha Pillai
,, Chittur Subramanya Pillai
„ Marungapuri Gopalakrishna Iyer

Nagasvara Vidvan Tiruvizhimizhalai Subramanya Pillai 
Vidvan T. Chowdiah

„ G. N. Balasubramanyam
„ Madurai Mani Iyer
„ T. K. Jayarama Iyer

Nagasvara Vidvan Tiruvidaimarudur Veerusami Pillai 
Vidvan K. Papa Venkataramiah 

„  Budalur Krishnamurthi Sastrigal
„  Alathur Sri Sivasubramanya Iyer
„ Alathur Srinivasa Iyer

T. S. Mani Iyer 
Vidushi M. S. Subbulakshmi 
Vidvan Madurai Srirangam Iyengar 
Vidushi D. K. Pattammal 
Vidvan Papanasam Sivan 
Prof. P. Sambamurthy 
Vidushi T. Balasarasvati 
Sri R. Anantakrishna Sarma 
Vidushi T. Brinda 
Vidushi M . L. Vasanthakumari
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PRESIDENTS OF THE SADAS (CONVOCATION)

1936
1937 
1398
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973 

’ 1974
1976
1977

Sir. Meveral Statham
Dr. P. Subbaroyan -
Sir Alladi Krishnaswamy Iyer
Sir Samuel Ranganathan
Sir Muhammed Usman
Dr. Sir A. Lakshmanaswamy Mudaliar
Sri T. R. Venkatarama Sastri
Sri S. V. Ramamurthy
Dr. K. R. Ramunni Men on
Sri S. R. U. Savoor
Hon. B. Gopal Reddy
Dr. P. V. Rajamannar
Hon. Sri K. Madhava Menon
Hon. Sri M. Bhaktavatsalam
Hon. T. T. Krishnamachari
Sri K. Srinivasan
Hon. Sri C. Subramanyam
Sri M. Patanjali Sastri
Sri S. Varadachariar
Hon. Sri Nityananda Kanungo
Sangita Kalanidhi K. Vasudevacbar
H. E. B. Ramakrishna Rao
Sri J C. Mathur
(Sangita Kalanidhi Ariyakudi Ramanuja Iyengar) > msy

Sri T. T. Krishnamachari 
Sangita'Kalanidhi Musiri Subramanya Iyer 

0 „  T. L. Venkatatarama Iyer
„ Semmangudi R. Srinivasa Iyer 

Hon. Sri M. Ananthanarayanan 
H. E. P. Chandra Reddi 
Sri R. Venkataswami Naidu 
Hon. Dr. Karan Singh 
Hon. Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao 
H. E. Dharma Vira 
Smt. Rukmini Devi
Sangita Kalanidhi Chembai Vaidyanatha Bhagavatar
Elayaraja Martanda Varma
Hon. Sri T. A. Pai
Sri C. V. Narasimhan
H. E. Sri Prabhudas Patwari
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PRIZES FOR COMPETITIONS, CONCERTS, ETC.

LIST OF AWARDS AND THEIR DONORS

1. Vocal Music. Gentlemen 
Sangita Kalanidhi G.N.B.

Memorial Prize

2. Vocal Music, Ladies
T. R. Venkatarama Sastri Prize

3. Violin
Kasturi Ranga Aiyangar 

Memorial Prize

4. Veena
Dhanam Memorial Prize

5. Modern Compositions 
L. Muthaiah Bhagavatar 
Memorial Prize

6. Tamil Songs
The ‘Amarar Kalki’
Tambura Prize

7. Maharaja Svati Tirunal 
Compositions

Murthi Memorial Prize

8. Purandaradas Padas

9. Kshetragna Padas
’ ' f'M

10 . Pallavi Singing
Dr. Sankaranarayana Iyer 
Memorial Prize 1

1 1. Sanskrit Compositions 
Dr. V. Raghavan Prize

Awarded by Sri R. Ranganathan 

Awarded by Sri T V. Rajagopalan

Awarded by late Sri K. Srinivasan 

Endowed by late Sri M. Sudarasanam Iyengar
/ if . I i w m I i L i ' l l  » f  tO U § n fi W If. K " .  . 0  x

Awarded by the Executive Committee of the 
Music Academy ’ '

Endowed by Sri T. Sadasivam
fd i>m\H -niy.sH .Hi

Endowed by the R K. Murthi
Memorial Committee

Endowed by V. S. S. K. Tobacconist, Jaffna

Awarded by the Executive Committee of the 
Academy

O  ,I£
Endowed by Dr. S. S. Krisbnan *

5 ash*! m s w Y  Jm S S t
Awarded by Sait. Priyamvada Sankar
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12. Divya Prabandham, Tiruppavai & 
Tevaram
Sri Vijayaraghavalu Naidu 
Memorial Prize

13. K. R. Sundaram Iyer 
Shashtyabdapurti Prize 
for the best sub-senior

musician

14. V. R. Sambasiva Iyer 
Memorial Prize

for the best sub-senior Violinist

Awarded by Vijayaraghavalu 
Memorial religious and charitable 
Trust, Sirkali c/o V. Ramachandran, 
Bheemanna Mudali St Madras

Awarded by Sri K. R. Sundaram Iyer 
Shashtyabdapoorti Trust

Awarded by Sri S. Natarajan

15. T. V. Subba Rao Prize 
for the best junior 
Musician

Awarded by the Executive Committee of the 
Music Academy

16. Semmangudi Narayanaswamy 
Aiyar Memorial Prize
for the best junior Violinist

17. Dr. Henry Cowell Prize 
for the best junior 
Mridangist

18. Naum Lichtenberg Prize
for the best junior Violinist

19. Veenai Shanmukavadivu
Memorial Prize for a 
young Veena player ,

20. D. K. Pattammal Prize ,4 j.
for a young lady Vocalist

21. Chellapally Ranga Rao Prize
for a deserving Veena Player

22. Smt. Yogam Nagaswamy Prize
for a Senior Vocalist

Awarded by Sri V. Panchapagesan

Endowed by Dr. Henry Cowell, U.S.

Endowed by Dr. Johanna Spector, New York

Endowed by M.S S. Ladies Felicitation
Committee

Endowed by the D.K..P. 
Ladies Felicitation Committee

Endowed by Sri Chittibabu 

Endowed by Smt. Yogam Nagaswamy

Of
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23. Smt. Sarada Krishna Iyer Ffize 
for a Musician in the concerts 
during the year

24. Bhikshandarkoil Rajagopala Piilai 
Prize for Dikshitar Kritis

25. Additional Dikshitar Kriti
*>r’z*£fnat£'£*l .0  h2  vd hs

26. V. T. Krishnamachari Prize
for Harikath%aijStJS:jgvi y  fag «) ^

27. N. V. Raghavan Prize 
for a Senior Violinist

28. Nyayapathi Sriranganayakamma 
Prize for deserving Junior Artist

29. Prize for the best Paper,
Talk etc. at Experts Committee

30. Prize for a Violinist

31. Rajalakshmi Jagannarayanan Prize
for songs of Tulasidas

32. Vedagiri Prize
for Tyagaraja Kritis

33. Sri U. Ramachandra Rao
Memorial Prize 
for Mira Bai Songs

34. Vidwan Semmangudi
Narayanaswamy Iyer 
Memorial Prize—(II Prize)

35. G. V. Narayanaswarni Iyer
Prize—(II Prize)

36. Sri K. V. K. Iyer Memorial
Studentship in the Academy’s 
Teacher’s College

Endowed by Justice Sri V. R. Krishna Iyer

Endowed by Smt. Sarada Natarajan

Awarded by Bharati Society, New York

>ba£f ray! risqoD fl V ibagUJ 

Endowed by Sri V. K. Rangaswamy

Endowed by Smt. Indira Rangaswamy

Endowed by Prof. N. V. V. J. Swamy, 
U.S.A.

Endowed by A. C. Rangarajan

Endowed by late Violinist Abhiramasundari 

Endowed by S. Jagannarayanan

Endowed by Smt. Lakshmi Vedagiri

Endowed by Sri U. Ramesh Rao

Endowed bv Sangita Kalanidhi Semmangudi 
Srinivasa Iyer

Endowed by Sangita Kalanidhi
G. N. Balasubramanian

Endowed by Sri G. T. Sastri
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37. Raja Sir Annamalai Chettiar
Prize in the Academy’s College 
for Practical

38. R. N. Sharma Memorial Prize
in the Academy’s College 
for Theory

39. Sri Lalgudi V. R. Gopala Iyer
Prize for a Junior Violinist

40. Smt. Natarajan prize
for Tamil Devotional Songs

41. Smt. Pankajam Rajam’s
endowement for a prize 
to a Junior Vidwan

42. Sri Uttaram Thamba
Sachitanand's endowment 
for Syama Sastri Compositions

43. Sangita Kalanidhi Musiri
Subrahmanya Iyer endowment 
for Gurukulam scholarship

0 ® ..——^
Prize in a competition of 

Papanasam Sivan’s Songs

Endowed by Raja Sir Annamalai Chettiar

Endowed by T. Alamelu Ammal

Endowed by Sri Lalgudi G. Jayaraman

Endowed by Sri V. Natarajan

Endowed by Smt. Pankajam Rajam

Sri Uttaram Thamba Sachitananda

■ . , ' ;; ■■ : , ' ; ■ ,; ■ " " 
Awarded by Sri C. V. Narasimhan, I.C.S,

Endowed by Smt. Alamelu Viswanatban



at the premises of the Music Academy, Royapettah, Madras-14, 

from 22nd December, 1978 to 1st January, 1979. Daily at 8 a.m.

P re s id e n t : Vidven M . B a lam u ra li K rishna

AGENDA OF THE CONFERENCE (D. V.)

I Tbe President’s Special Demonstration :

His own creations

II Special Features:

(1) 125th Birth Anniversary of Veena Seshanna-Talk and Recital of Compositions 
of Veena Seshanna — Vidvan Doreswami Aiyangar of Mysore

(2) Birth Centenary of Vedanta Bhagavatar-Talk and Recital of Composi
tions — Vidvan Kallidaikurichi H. Mahadeva Aiyar, Madras.

I ll R agas:

(1) Ragas and Forms used by Gopalakrishna Bharati — Dr. S. Ramanathan, 
Madras.

(2) Rare Ragas used by Annamacharya — Sri S. R. Janakiraman, Tirupati.
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IV Recital of Rare Compositions :

(1) Desya Suladi Songs of Annamacharya — Sri S. R. Janakiraman, Tirupati.

(2) Songs of Krishnaswami Aiyah — Srimati Gomati Viswanathan, Delhi 
University.

(3) Compositions of Palghat Parameswara Bhagavatar — Vidvan N. P. Rama- 
swami, Cochin.

(4) Compositions of Tachur Singaracharya — Vidvan V. Sethuramaiah, Madras.

V Tala and Pallavi:

(1) Chandas of the Jatis — Sri R. Venkatarathnam, Madras.

(2) Pallavi — Vidvan Madurai Krishna Aiyangar, Madras.

(3) Pallavi in Mudrika Tala — Vidvan T. V. Gopalakrishnan, Madras.

VI Instruments;

(1) Adaptation of the Western Recorder to Indian Music — Sri V. Subramanian, 
Bombay.

(2) Teaching o f Gitams on the Veena — Sint. Vidya Shankar, Madras.

VII Illustrated Talks, Papers :

(1) Gamaka — Prof. V. V. Sadagopan, Delhi.

(2) Tachur Singaracharya Brothers — Vidvan Nori Nagabhushanam Pantulu, 
Hyderabad.

(3) Purandaradasa — Vidvan A Satyanarayana Murthy, Vijayawada.

(4) Some Typical Dhatus of Kannada Devaranamas — Prof. Sandhyavandanam 
Srinivasa Rao, Madras.

(5) Technique of Teaching Music — Sri N. Chinna Satyanarayana, Hyderabad.

(6) Some Notable Vainikas of the Chikka Line o f the Tanjore Court — Dr. S. Sita, 
Madras University.

(7) Voice Culture — Dr. S. A. K. Durga, Madras University.
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VIII Hindustani:

(1) Hindi Songs of Swati Tirunal — Vidvan Srirangam R. Kannan, Varanasi.
,?M  \

(2) Hindustani Songs of Nalvadi Krishna Raja Wodeyar of Mysore — Vidvan 
Titte Krishna Aiyangar, Mysore.

(3) Introduction to Khyal — S riN .R . Keshavaram, Bangalore.

(4) Bhatkande and Paluskar — Sri T. S. Paithasarathy, Madras.

IX Music and Science and Technology j

(1) Electronic Talam Generator — Dr. P. E. Sankaranarayanan, C. S. I. R. 
Campus, Madras-20.

(2) What is Graha Bheda ? — Sri P. S. Varadachari, Annamalai University.

(3) Statistical Studies of the Compositions of Uttukadu Venkatasubba Aiyar — 
Prof. K. R. Rajagopalan, Tambaram.

X Other Systems of Music

Burmese Music — Dr. Robert Garfias, Washington University Seattle 
U. S. A.

: /
XI Dr. V. Saghavan Shashtyabdapurti Lecture - Demonstration :

Some aspects of Dikshitar’s Compositions — Vidvan B. Rajam Aiyar.

XII Visit of the Indian Music Study Group from Tokyo

XIII Any other matter to be taken up with the President’s permission.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE HUSIC ACADEMY

i Rs. P.
Sangita Sampradaya Pradarsini:

in Tamil Script Vols. 1, 2 & 3 . each ... 10 00
Vol. 4 will be ready shortly.
Raganidhi : • B. Suppa Rao,

English. Vols. II. Ill, IV ... Rs. 8-00, 10-00, 12 50
Prahlada Charitia Kirtanas of Merattur Venkatarama Sastri with

Notation in Tamil, 1965 ... 4 00
Rare Compositions of Patnam Subrahmanya Jyer, Tamil. 1971 _  6 00
Some Rare and Unpublished Kirtanas of Mysore SadasivaRao,

Tamil Sanskrit and English. 1970 ... 4 00
Songs of M>sore Sadasiva Rao with Notation in Tamil 4 00
Garbhapuri Kirtanas with Notation in Tamil 1968 ... 4 00
Mazhavai Chidambara Bharati’s songs

with Notation in Tamil 1965 ... 4 00
Kritis of Pallavi Sesbayyar with Notation in Tamil, 1968 _  12 00
Four Rare Compositions of Veena Subbanna of Mysore

with Notation in Tamil 1965 ... 4 00
Compositions of Pazhani R. Subrahmanya Bhagavatar

with Notation in Tamil 19b5 — 4 00
Abhinaya Navanita (Dance) Tamil. 1961 ... 2 00
Abhinaya Sara Samputa (Dance) Tamil. 1961 ... 4 00
Nottu Svara Sahityas of Sri Muttuswami Dikshitar

with Sanskrit text and Notation in Tamil, 1977 — 3 00
Music & Books: A symposium, English. 1962 — 3 00
Tyagaraja Albun î : Tamil & English. 1967 ... 1 00
Index (in Tamil) of the Dikshitar Kritis Sung in the Concerts of

the Muttuswami Dikshitar Birth Bi-Centenary Conference ... 1 00
Index of the Articles on Music and Dance in Souvenirs of the

Academy's Annual Conferences from the beginning. English 2 00
Syama Sastri. Pictorial Album. ... 1 00
Syama Sastri. Bibliography ... 1 00
Journal of the Music Academy : Volumes available 

XXVIII (1957) to XXX (19^9) ;
XXXII (1961) to XXXIX (1968)
XL1 (1970) and XLH1 (1972) to XLV (1974)

Vol. XLV1 (1975) will be ready shortly each Inland ... 8 00
Foreign — U.S.$ 2 00

Souvenir for 1978 — 3 00
Same for 1%7, 1969 to 1977 each ... 1 00
1962 and 1965 with coloured plates of 5 Composers 3 00

Packing & Postage extra
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urracuj&ifiar @leo a-Q̂ uuî .a&flasr rjjlQfjuaanb — &«06Sl65n—<§jfil&@l H. LLamrrGaeii
S u r f

III rr« iiia d r:*t

1 Qoururr0)8)(&Gitss* urrrrSd o t a iu n r e iv u .  j r r a p s ia ^ u a  fi-(/$uutf e u m a a ^ ib  -  c t o /iiS #  

ya p ew rib  S. frrru>/5rr£«Sr

2 &&«*u)ir&*nririurrrt estaturTemu. 9\o) jiram am  : — yaf S. R. ggrrasrS)
pmotif, J&(yuu&
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IV  «9m,irAJ *0radium srir s

1 r&6W6$rLDiT'9:<SFrrrruJrfl6isr (Sg& tu etVT&eorrGi) urj-u^^m tsetr — ygf S. R. ggrrm SlrrrrLce*,

$(!T)U u G)\

2  Sld^s^essrervsumJSI ^tu iurrcBsisr a_0uuu|.<95sn‘ —- yjfiojg) <3x m D $  eSl&eijrBrrgi&ir, 

Q l_6U«6) tLi6sfleunef6lu^

3 urreo&arrQ utjGiA&®jrr urr&Gu&tfl&ir n-q^uuis^sien — sBajeurrsa N. P. pmbVOmimB, 
Q<srr<#£)

4 ShiisrjrrTff̂ mfUurfJ&sr s-q^uuis^3>eh — eSI^surrar V. Q&&WjrrLDtLnurr

V £irarib, ua)sosi$) :

1 go&il&efflGsr &j$3)!i}&><s{T — yaf R. Qsuiii<xi-.rj-^etsrih

2 ^i^rteu ueososS —  sSl̂ sumssr u>§iGS>rr Siq^sî sm g>tuiixrrrr

3  ugogosQ — (Lp£rfl&rr g r re m b  — e& ^svrrsk  T. V. G arrurrsd^q^si^essrm

V I ojirjBiuuaar s

1 G iA ru m ! .®  ‘Q tj& m r i— fte o ’ p i b  erv h j^ ^ S ,^ jd ^ r r < s s r  —  y a f  V . s ir u p uxswiujld ,

uihurriu

2 eS<ksmu3eo Sj&iiaZsrr Q&rreue® 6®g u u u § i  —  i^LD&j) eB&iurr & m a ii

V II sirflaj6B)ira6ir, f£l0uswrffii«6ir, «L® ® (r«ar:

1 &iL3>[bJ3>6h — y sf V. V. fL -G a r ru m , QL—eoeSl

2 £&(&)rr 8ltii3irjrr&rrnuj emGsmrr s, it n ash  —  Gr&mfl r^nra^e^smib u p g iey , 
™<sim&>rrrrurT &

3  L -irrr5£rr$rr6 i0 !f —  ^rfliSlprrreo ews>iu r& rrym u em tip rt& fg l, eSlgguJeiJrTi— rr

4 GgGurtrBiTLDrr&aGifleifr 8l«0 (yD«£)uJ 6u f e m 3 i£LL@)xeiT —  eiV^^liUTSUnj^ssrib
<o9fIeurT6rv tjneu

5 6WM8&Gurr£<GS) (LpenjD —  313®) ffieisrafr srv&ujjBrrrrrrujasN, QsxmnmrTrrurrs,

6 &<gf6B)& 9LA®D&>rrm g> m $3: G&ntb&  £)«) tSfrueo <sa>«j craft <srr*6rr — Dr. S. G tff$rrt 

iD£(rtfav LLf&^&iffei&is .̂

7 errrfgru uuSjb® : Dr. S. A. K. girirsrr, ld̂ & o iqŝ 'SurrerQuf.
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VIII @n5hBg|6n)$irafl *
1 GSUA^rr rsrreoeuisf. &\(rtjsfysmrjrrg> a_s3)L_tu/r/f?«ar o/fl/s j/sfu girraafl efCrr^S^ujiiim m  —  

GQajsurrasr ^ IlL6V>u . SlQ^si^sm gotUiTuarrrf, esnxi^if

2 LDGifnrrrrrTgorr etosurr^l ^l^rsrsfflsisr stvrrg fljiu jiia isn  —  sSl^surrsk ysfrrmi&U)
&<smsssrm, Gurrtjrrsmsr®

3 aturrm) —  y tf  N. G&&airrrrii>, UM&tsrprf

4 urTL-3isssiQL-iL{iSi ugustotoQTfih —  ygf T. S. u r r n g & 9:rrrrf£i

IX 6Mifii&$(!pib efil©©ir6inr(!pib :

1 &rreir& !§ lji)xrr6sr tsreoxLLrTrT&sfla, &@sfil — D r. P. E. ^ liix jjB rrrrm uem & sr^  C. S. I. R.
LAg(rr?eto

2 A rjrg D ^ u ^ ib  sr&sr(y&) sresrm  ? —  P. S. surr^rr^m fliurrrf,
ILj&stliUffsf&LSf-

3  s s a a ig ia ix r r®  Q e a m & i- .& u u iu a jfte s r  sw rrei^^uj^i<xsrr —  ‘Statistical analysis’ __
4/gf K . R. ^nrgCSa/nJ/rsusw, Q&sirSsar SiQ^sto^su &eogjjifl

X L.H’iSL.nr (Ssu. griraoiSBr spspiliuu# y,ir<g$ afflflajsaxr -  :

@<toP&rflGbr 6rorreyfi&UJ,ij&sifleo &sv § \jD u q  ^ L b ^ iiia s n  — eB^eurrsw B. i j r r g ih  g>turf

XI Qcuafl/5nrtLG) ®«>ff :

uitlB uj @)6B)& —  D r. p n u it iL  arrrfiSlujnreto, ^ Q unfla i^rr

XII Gi_irrfieiuirafi6a©i5Si ®«MFuiJuShb#l ©(spafflanflar* aj®65>*

XIII U)ga)irj5iril®£ ^aoajiflwr ^guio^ltqi-wr «r©#$|s Qairorora aup.iu uijb/D 
cfifiiuaMMr.
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| With best compliments from f

♦

I
,TSa '¥ I  DESIGNERS 8  flECJ.UIOBS

69-A, Lattice Bridge Road, 

Thiruvanmiyur,

MADRAS-6 0 0  041.

Phone: 412531 — 85031
♦

I
• "Furnishers, Interior Decorators and 

I Wallpaper and Marblex Specialist
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sdfaademy, adxas and tke tspi^emkere o f  ike Sxfieti cdfdnjiaoxy 
Committee tkc’u o f  axttm kftd in JSadai Jo kexeky eonfci on you,

- ‘

i - . i k e  'kxadu of Ssngita K aU nidhi
M  <2 mark o f  fu te tm ol dmtindion an d  In token tkexeof tot te xx fy  

pxieenl to you tnix d~ ixiuSupatx a and ouikoxixz you to  tv tax tke 

Indynia p -a u n tid  to you fuxuoltfi.

eolfay it pfeeue cdffmiykty £$od to yioe you (oh.j 
fife and tfxtnylk to zan y  oo yout  utatk h  tfer. advancemcrxt 
and piopoyaltod o f tkie cd h t o f  o f f  o -ftii. Cadiau -rlfa d f

■
,* <*■ ifiwudent 

‘dike. <pV{uiia udfeadtmy, esdla/tas

Sangitakalanidhi Birudupatra
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Abiramasundarr Prize 
for a Violinist

Semmangudi Narayanaswamy Iyer 
Memorial Prize 

for a Junior Violinist

1 *
©





Smt. Seethalakshmi Venkatesan



.
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Vidwan Semmangudi 
Narayanaswami Iyer 

Memorial Prize (II Award)
Prize for the best Paper Talk 

at Expert Committee

Sri H Chandrasekar Sri S. R. Janakiraman

Sri G. V. Narayanaswami Iyer 
Prize (II Award)

Thirupuranthari K. Lalitha

Nyayapathi Sriranganayakamma Prize 
for a deserving Junior Artiste

Smt. Manonmani Rangaswamy

pit





FORGE SHOP DMSION

Manufacturers of:

Q U A LITY  STEEL FORGINGS

Singampunan Poet — 624 502, Ramnad Oisbict. 

Registered Office :

162, Mount Road, Madras-600 002
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I  
I<~lO ith com p iim et6 Irom :

1

I
I

¥

*

M. K. BELGAMVALA & CO.
10, Spur Tank Road, Chetput 

MADRAS-600 031.

f .

Phone : 663657 $
Stores : 89480.

Wholesale Dealers for :

^  Turner's Asbestos Ropes, Steam - Jointing Sheets, "FERODO" ^  
' BA'  Quality Brake Linings, etc. X

•T*
f
s i

1

Distributors for :

(a Fixopan, Fixodec & Rolopan PrV.C. Panels 
(For Partitions, False Ceilings) etc.

(b) Phirol Water Filters, Consumer Products & 
Industrial Products.

(c) Krinklglas Translucent / Opaque Decorative 
Panels for Exterior & Interior Applications.

•i;
«

I
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Jaifa Jai/a Sankara  

H ara K ara  Sankara

m ‘'

DONATE LIBERALLY TO

KANCHI KAMAKSHI GOLDEN VIMANAM

S A T H Y A  ELECTRICALS
2 - SiVAGNANAM ROAD, T, NAGAR

Madras-17
Phone : 442365

____
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AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM

THURSDAY 21—12—78 eSItuitLpS>§lyz6B>m 4-00 p.m.

Sri T. S. Rajarathinam Filial Nagaswaram prr&Groeurrus if. ereh). p itggrrajemh iSl&rSsrr
and Party

0 1 ;  M t  14II
! §  fll)

■ 1 1  0«nraf if u96srrf

cuiTfimSi aamuGfitb
•  l a  1  i  ® w W

a/r)W6rv&eu6$f)
Vatapi Ganapatim Hanisadhwani Adi Dikshithar

Giurr&asr grrurrii jsSliuirarrirggif
Yochana Durbar Adi Tyagaraja

ifiL—lsf) nji— anrajnrTuriltLirr j©iL/rr«/jrrg>rr
Nadachi nadachi Kharaharapriya Adi Tyagaraja

ejgbrr&iesrijn
§0

aeoiurre&sFI Sjliurr&ijTTgDrt
Etha vunara Kalyani Adi Tyagaraja

q  h ? 3 j
ekidoeS rsrriua 53 * Gifttsrqp&uifliaTr (tp&m&uJrr utr 3,eu0n
Valli nayaka Shanmukhapriya Adi Muttaiya Bhagavatar

GJ r̂rif — ueaeoeB — prrr-aniuTeSlssisi 

Todi — Pallayi — Ragamalikai

ÎgrreuGva&GrT — Miscellaneous

u urrgib — Q<y(«5<*-0LL.if 
Adiya padam — Chenchurutti
, 'H'Sl S '5 £  ff Ti A  , >i q |* ii 3

gmnas)? — G^sip
Thamarai-pootta — Desh

^ 0 UL/*ti) — Thiruppugazh

IT A T A ^ IH D U J3 IT 0̂ f ln k  — Mangalam

.O W U M A O A T O O

P -i
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WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM

T  .T 3HT TA

YAOSJIUHT

M u
Ti-wsSja.fi SIMPSON & CO. LTD..

a t s » »  2.ITV

Manufacturers of r,

Multi Cylinder Automotive. Industrial & Tractor Diesel Engines
&

tdMn$e a

Spare Parts.

861/862, Anna Salai, 

MADRAS-600 002.

BANGALORE, SECUNDERABAD, TIRUCHIRAPALLI,

OOTACAMUND.
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AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI

THURSDAY 21—12—78 eStunrifi&SltfiesiLD

JSri K. V. Narayanaswamy Vocal
V. V. Subramaoiam Violin

,4 Palghat R. Raghu Mridangam

u m L Q

Lfil(rfjgr£iaijb

AUDITORIUM

5 to 7-30 p.m.

ysf eti. tsrrprnrujfsweiveumfl 
„  «3. l9 . sirurjw sssnuih  
» urrwaarr® ^rf. ?<§

ajiTssmb ,
V^rnam

p-kiL&ep&flrr uireySl 
Ramachandra Pahi

Sri pate

«9<® 

inu VinaNinr

fglUJrrxrrrTgo Giurrx 
Tjheagaraja yoga

LjpT<gf)Lb &\eOLblSI<oST 

Pullum gilambina

yjf rrrr«g($ainrurr60 
Sri Rajagopala

U T iJtg)juu>
Anupama***1 1

sftimj emLDGsr
Saramama

y,rtem eis&ft&n- 
Poorna Chandrika

jBrraervQjprrreifl
Nagaswarali

y/iaS aeoiurrestsfl 

Poorvi Kalyani

6S)urr<s®
Ananda Bhairavi

&iina>tjmjrj6$5rih
Sankarabharanam

ervrrQevif)
Saveri

^L-IT^SS)
Athana

Gu m v t s ,
Behag

0Z J< S  zi)

Rupakam

Adi

d3.
Desadi 
M. Gati

uSI&rr ej&ib 
Misra Ekam

l £ I .  e r r i - i  

M. Chapu

Adi

Khandachapu

0U<sd>
Kupakam

erveurrSi) £>0 p rro r 

Sivati Tirunal

fghurr&prrggrf

Tyagaraja

&ujrrum  &tTffo§j)rfl 

Syama Sastri

IT
Dikshitar

^essri^ rren G}l(guurrcma] 

Andal Tiruppavai

jgtbflpn
Dikshitar

ghurrarrir^rT
Tyagaraja

eroeurrljgl gjl($jBrreir 
Swati Tiiunal

fr/r«jL0
Ragam

gjlTGSr LD
Tanam

uevsveSl — arnJbGurr 
Pallavi — Kambhoji

— Miscellaneous 
wiiia&rLb — Mangalam :w ££  &  m u
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AJI.3QT1C JA I£AH3AMAMK8IJUf‘ . f  T 3HT TA 
' f lD ith  the be4t compliments from

■ unutu&’VMkui .m  .56?}
^uj%5®ajkT|u» J&i ,b-t 
@ q .v.v§* |)'n<6?6<anu

jYlr

laumiT iifsv‘2

T i OJtRVm

h*8£2 &aw/Z

i n u  t

TJW

iKVSOQOtil' li

TAYLOR’S DECORS
i&ttr&jftl * hrs: :iA

Unit of
I'uaj’is.a 'Vhp;*! if
ndteilife Etta!

I. A. IAYL0S « CO. (MADRAS) PRIVATE IID.
41, Armenian Street, Madras-6 0 0  001.

Interior Decorators, Painters & Designers

bfe

Tel. 22641 & 22642
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W ITH BEST  C O M PL IM E N T S  FR O M

INDIAN CARBURETTORS
Plot No. 63-A (North Phase)

Ambattur Industrial Estate

MADRAS-600 058

We manujacture Carburettors Jor:

* STATIONARY INDUSTRIAL AND AGRO ENGINES 

* *  MOTOR CYCLES & SCOOTERS 

* * *  THREE WHEELERS.
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C lD it h  ^ BeM  (^cm pUtnentA ^ ro m

The Davangere Cotton Mills Ltd
Davangere

★

■' j ' |  }
Manufacturers o f:

Bleached long cloth — 99 
Bleached & dyed poplin 
Printed poplin 8035 and 10489

H. T. Voile
Cambric

Rubia 2x2  
Full voile 2x2 
Terry towels 
Terene/cotton suiting 
Terene/cotton shirting 
Terene printed shirting

‘ SUCHITRA

‘ PUSHPANJALI & 
MYSORE BEAUTY’

‘ LAVANYA’

‘ RESHMA ’

4 RAMSON & MONSIEUR *

‘ DAVARIN & DA VAN JOY’ 

‘ DEVARAJ *

* DELIGHT *

i s \
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STRIKING  
THE RIGHT 

CHORD
duniopindiahcsbeen in dcmoti/. 
.striking ihe right-chad 
in me pDunffy's 
Industrial
inthfesaviceofincHas 
tr&nspoff, industtv, 
agricuHore, defenceand exports.
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t e r e  i n  p e r s o n

IN T E R C O M M U N IC A T IO N  S Y S T E M S

& i.

S E R V I C E S  ifW O f A). ,
18 W£vV Q U EEN S , R O AD ; iiQ .V .BAY- 4G Q *004  • PHONE 3 6 9 6 4 4 - 4 5  • G R A M S  S O P E R P H O ^ E
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A ' ’ V ,

&

„ &

\  j

v t v v 5';.

.  € >  iPHILIPS
WL9050A

00j? <4/77£Mr£P INSTITUTIONS

jg*-
i t

: s i  
|  I  I f

'ii  I b; g|»' 4, 
S L  1iCP w- ;.

&  f

? '

SL

Brahma Gana Sabha, Madras 

Krishna Gana Sabha|
Narada Gana Sabha, Madras 
Narada Gana Sabha, Karur, r
Sri Thyagaraja Bhakta Samiti, Berhampur / 
M j s i c  T r in it y  Co Timamoration Sabha, Tiruvarur"
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AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM

THURSDAY 21 — 12—78 6ShurrLp&ffiipes)U) 8-00 to 10-30 p.m.

Smt. Mani Krishnaswamy Vocal u i t l L Q yvfLDjjgl Losrofi 6wsri)siy/ruS)
Sri Sikkil R. Bhaskaran Violin j,gf fflaSla) urr&vapssr

„ M. N. Kandaswami Mridangam t£l(rijgrsjaib „  stlb. s t637. « pp&mUl

surf cm ib p rfum f
Varnam Darbar Adi

u & g je r ff < 3u « i_ fsliurrsiijTrggrt
Bhaktuni Begada Adi Tyagaraja

fiiia ifl rglsbrGlssr smceurf £fglesf) 5 5 © 0 \ i &  e c ru es)LDetv-&rf eurrsrv-®
(Hjssurrfrrtflujrrrf

Sankari ninne Kamavardhini M. Chapu Mysore Vasudevachariai

tLp-suxGeu errinrr -s j i o m m W
lSI. sjanb.

V®'* 'S*-'**^
u iL i—smib &uprmsmuj '

^iLiiurf
Maravakave Sama M. Ekam Patnam Subramanya Iyar

ugg G&Gtsrprr GU&VjJjSilT u?<3r ffitysfyem iu iu tf
Bhaja Vinata Vasanta Adi Misu Krishna Aiyar

r^LbLCrjrT&nhwrr &eoiurT68sf) « .  <yrrc/ Sjnurraiijnrgn- • §
Ammaravamma Kalyani Khanda Chapu Tyagaraja

Q & rr  G)ies)6u uh&st̂ G l— ($8i6ll ^ 4 $ Gj\iun&tjnr*Dn
Koluvai yunnade Deva Gandhari Adi Tyagaraja

rjrrrsub — pnsm ib  — u&xsoabl — sau rjeSi — «̂ <g) 
Ragam — Tanam — Pallavi — Bhairavi — Adi
t . . c i J r l l J I A S t  8  J # 4 T * J M S

g)4>£rcuffln««6ir — Miscellaneous 

wriiastnb — Mangalam
€ ? l i t
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I

Quality Bearings 

from

Quality Conscious

Manufacturers

' k

r * *

BIMETAL BEARINGS LIMITED j

I  2, Arts College Road, Coimbatore-641 018. g

I  Phone | 32  5 7 3  | G ram : BIMITE |
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AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM 
FRIDAY 22—-12-—78 Qeiien&flaffip&nu:, 1-00 to 2-30 p.m.

Smt. Gayatri Chandrashekar Vocal urnS®, IjafLotgi $rriugifl &p0{jr<3&8irt
Sri Bangalore M. S. Govindasamy Violin iSlisf.ec ytf erib. Grew. (SarreSl^^mSI
„ K. Mani Mridangam Lf^^rsL^ib „ (5&. LDGttfl' , * * . % *. i *

GinssrggrT&xp (eunsssrui) GlirjTT&fl <yjiifftffT <91L— prmL(e^^q[TLb

Vanajakshi (Varnam) Chaturasra Ata
jj/gf 6$Gim miinumamt

Varali Ramnad Srinivasa Iyengar
(SjwnpskeiinriBmLb ĵGrvrrQeuifl $<9hfl&IT
Kumar as waminam Asaveri Adi Diksbitar
Ff&rrnjrrlgl Sleurrarrcr en) simmes) 0U<S!li) Jg*fl&rt
Isanadi Sivakara Sahana Rupakam Diksbitar
e j fS GftirrrjiiiGi U9. îL/zr̂ fTTr̂ /r*
Ehi trijagadisa Saranga Misra Chapu Tyagaraja
&$e$tST6MJD (ipamfl Sjlujrr&prrgDrf
Ksheenamai Mukhari Adi Tyagaraja
!$69u (Sinrr ajr) L/65T(S3)«a//7ir«lfl >! l£I. ffirri-i uweoeiS G&scfiiLiujif
Ncepai Moha Punnagavarali Misra Cbapu Pallavi Seshayyar

FRIDAY 22— 12—-78 QeuehetflsS'iipeDLD 2*-30 to 4-30 p.m.JIJ I„,
Vairaraangalam 
Sri S. Lakshminarayanan 

„ K. Shivakuraar 
„ S. M. Sivaprakasam

emeu p  l o w & e o ib

Vocal u itlLj®  yg f eretv. gô lSI jsrrijmuGmGisr
Violin iSisf.eb „ (3«. ^iGo^Lomf
Mridangam uSI^^isiaib ,, ereiv. sub. @\&ii3rran&ib

y r f LD6unnraemuQup lK3«o ^ 0 eis)LD6n)1Drt LD emrrrrnrgqrr
Sri Mahaganapatim Bhaje Atana Adi Mysore Mabaraja

1 p n g  m ^ 9,n  rjefoLbiSecm i <SH,rriSI 0UcSub 0 tu rr3 irrrrg )it
Nada sudharasambilanu Arabhi Rupakam Tyagaraja
jS g iu  u rr^ rr y r r o 9  & s o i l s  nr estf) ^ 0 Dr. urrGOQppeifl $}($Gfy(6W)

cNee day a rada Poorvi Kalyani Adi Dr. Balamuralikrishna
u rra j&  in rnb QiLLTennesrib 0 U«ti $<3bfi&rT
Pahi mam Mohanam Rupakam Dikshitar
ervi5£$(Lp GlSGOSl G. N. urreo&urTLC66isrujij)
Santatamu Valachi Adi G. N. Balasubramaniam
$ c §  1®nrsn) w rr& rr Zmeoiurreissfi i \ A. ^ & 0 u i ‘ i essrih 3rU(jwesisnu ^/ujusrf
Nija dasa varada *V o , Kalyaniv  w i *.:i , Vl / i f

Adi Patnam Subramania Ijer
{jrr&w  —  $ rrm ib — ueoeoeSl — es>utje&

V  ' ' ■ Ragam — Tanam — Pallavi — Bhairavi
jSgrgorrarfi a rrL n rr^

/
(Neerajakshi Kamakshi)

0& rrg rrG j}  ^ 0 l/63)l_ (Tisrajati Tiruputai)
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For Pressure Vessels, Heat Exchangers and other 
sophisticated equipment for Chemical, Fertiliser, 
Petro-Chemical and other plants, fabricated steel 
structurals, containers jor chlorine, ammonia and 
varied other liquefiable gases, all manufactured 
to international codes and standards under 
inspection by international agencies:

KAVERI ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
Works:

v J  i t '  ••• . •*».„.** * ■ *•?

Golden Rock, Tiruchirapalli - 620 004
Phone: 24535 G ram s: Pressweld Telex: 0455-210*

Regd. Office :
* V D S ' House, 26, Cathedral Road,
Madras - 600 086
Phone: 83798/9 Grams: Pressweld Telex: 041-7215

Export Agents:
\A D. SWAMI & COMPANY LTD* 
Madras - 600 086.

v
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S r r i a H e r  ̂ s m a l l e r ,  S C  s m a l l e r

In the 25 years
K r S r t s  W ished formulations are now made
in Ind ia-w ith  90% indigenous material.
In import substitution, Ir^ia^has_adrie^ed^grea^er success^

ceutica s ’ a.n l " ™  an<) Development, and the industry has achieved 
an excellent record in product development and process improvement 
and formulations to suit local needs and conditions.
The result: India is producing medicines of world-class quality 1 i
largely indigenous material.

,f1S3 QUO?.

2lgifoi3&$8 f

Sharing India's pride- Mi**** *-td
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MIJffiBTIWftfflT-—6T6DT ft6M61Jli, 6F6DT 
@y3JB6D)̂ ft6if, 5T60T UfTISlft.

g >0 &S>osi9u9dr n jiy ttS a ) u i f i r i  fipitusunb
S<u0  Qifipi&iTvjT Qpaa!D<iS&> 9 0  j§)«fT t̂uaeipiu* £

<9f« i8nr u Q u trflj ^  <oi (sg so l— uj 0 ®lSli«du u r g i
« f u u ^ i  toil($LO«b«Oa mri), c a jA i^ sn t-iu  &e6> (*J i- 
Q u a  © iuq«sff it cor, u*ir«fi<&<3h.i_# <r ihuar ii>, i£ek &s f  & *  t ic .  ««r ui 
jgsw s^^tjsir «*» uff liJtuii, ^ A iu tu s b m p  i 
Q < rg » £ £ i£ p g i.
y,(o«rru(rfl5i^6b 90  ««*r«© a>«i£si* ©*j «&«*;*« t̂psoib

d»«f*©s»i~iu jS®ti ^«r«u|D(D
u>£(p£>#) cr p u ( i) tu $ ® t & $ & iu ib

ujS shiEIl l  ffitopgiuflu  un rw ft
ftG5T«n&<Suj 60(tu&8U3!t«  &_$«u c_p§|Bmrr
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m
A T  THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM

\  $ T \  X  ^ 5  x  j t  • s x
FRIDAY 22—12—1978 Qai^rMSIipesfLC 5-00 to 7-30 p.m.

\  A \ k \  A t  ^  i  I .

Smt. T. Brinda Vocal uniLQi yafuijg) T. u(rt}j$&rr

Sri T. Kesavalu X  Violin lSu}.& f t ysf T. Gaeekiey

Coimbatore f \  f- : G&rrtuLhupgfTrt

Sri N. RamasTiamy Mridangam ysf N. (7rTLD&veumfl

su rfem Lb
Varnam

1 ^  « '•$ '
t&rrtu£l
Nayaki

• <S5. ^)0L/L_
K. TripOtd

\jjjujrr0>tjrr$rf
Tyagaraja

g)euG«w/r
Halo

f̂/_/T(6W) ‘
Atana

LD6tsr&orr srQGwrr 
Manasa Etulo

UXSOlLHDITQZ&Lh
Malayamarutam Rupakam

purr*? ft girt 
Tyagaraja

ytf jjfTggG&mJrreti
Sri Rajagopala

etvnGeutfi
Saveri Adi

§>&fi@rr
Dikshitar

$esri£& Qis 
Tanamida ne

L̂GlpITSUeifl
Bhusbavali > Adi

piurnsprrgrt
Tyagaraja

rrrru> /g«r@y 
Rama ika nannu

ewennirces)
Sahana

0U«tb
Rupakam

ULLl—GSHrii) 3rLJ!JLDSmUJ ^Luturi .
Patnam Subramanya Iyer

nrrw $  ertiDtresr 
Rama ni samana

aiptororrutiurT
•‘Kbarabafapriya

vi-v'0 ofU a)

to $iufT*rrif$tt HT
Rupakam Tyagaraja Olrt

tlifif tiSb^aocftsSH iaai@vl.fiU
.vitetfbrt! ne ibaJjgm qotevsb  ;o*i>6en

LI 8}LD —  gDrrQKSft'

Padams — Javalis

&*■

.OTJI .JA B fS iS V IirlU  M U a i^ U R O m $ *A £ 3
,*6vi*fiiciA boteoO bne bvbnoS yj<4»o0 to ra^ub. *U»vsfcl 

.s®ho)D5it»a bn« ©iJxuaB b.-
iritsG \A «f«flkno8 ©JJboSeC

Y steL'bni x>t s io o *  oisssci Yo cm titoque a u o  :c ̂ noo-^ahrKv8
a m  m o o m

.JIAM T8A1

P -  2

tf ,

S c
■

mailto:iaai@vl.fiU
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twh8 .T .fea2 
i i v ^ i  .T is^
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That's the kind of appreciation accorded by our customers! 
No wonder. Because for nearly 20 years, Carborundum 
Universal have responded faithfully to the ever growing 
needs of developing Indian Industry.

CARBORUNDUM UNIVERBAL LTD.
Manufacturers of Quality Bonded and Coated Abrasives,

Abrasive Grains, Calcined Bauxite and Super Refractories.
PINc o DE FOR M adras c Calcutta Bombay New Delhi

f a s t  m a i l  Service-conscious suppliers o f basic tools for industry
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AT THE T. T. KRISHNAM A CHAR I AUDITORIUM

FRIDAY 22—12—78 QajerrefflaQLpetauD 8-00 to 10-30 p.m.

Thiruppamburam 
Sri N. Sivasubramaaya Piiiai 
„ Neti Sreerama Sarnia 
„ Kamalakara Rao

&m£l 6Tj5^<sd)
Sami entani

^uau uijGpmQp . . ,w
A mb a paradevate

<3fssri5<£ urTMsft^yisMrib 
Apanta Balakrishaam

■
a_#£)afrl_ xmru'Sl&err 
Uccishta Ganapatau

ytfsriigrLJseuiB&iA 
Sri Sukra Bhagavaatam
* .Ji .■#% \.. m ' S f  I* 
sggsuab'ssr
Gajavadana

Srimatrubhdotam

yjf LDtT&: {fleu
Sri Matah Siva

<35fT0 Q s U « O L ] 6 V I

Karu velpulu

^fsSlSiQ^ (u g ib )

Aligite (Padam)

'Zr.~ .ter

Vocal 
Violin 
Mridangam

Surati

QlflSJufluJIT
Rudrapriya

Isamanohari

crrrLDarflujfT 
Ramakriya

Ufr«n)
Paras

Todi
"i." %. :; v . V A

«i5TOTL/r
Kannada

Begada

GWiuiressf) 
Kalyani

fi_(3 &&$
Useni

rrrr&ih — pncsrib 
Ragam — Tanam

^(r^uurTibqrrib
urriL (5J> uaf ^su3ruju>5ssnu iJ otSot 
i3 is\-sv „  G/gif yaffrnxo «yrrtD/r
U $)06& '5/«LC „  <J5LD«Ufr<55£r t J t T & l

0U<SSU>
Rupakam

a,ism— &rrLf
Khanda Chapp

Adi

Adi

Ata

Adi

l£)(£/J- ff/TL/
Misra Chapu

Adi

Adi

1$. <5F/TC/

Misra Giapu

u t v  w eal

Pallavi

)̂̂ (rai€9><9S««rr 

wmaerrih

Miscellaneous

Mangalam

&uurrmD
Subbarama Dikshitar

&jrisqisssr&rrL£l ^luiurr
Krishnasamy Ayya

% ■£ l ’’
Dikshitar

S}4UP#lt
Dikshitar

Dikshitar

(̂ icrry <TLi-G>L-.j50pr 
Kumara Ettendra

Dikshitar

Dikshitar
1 mm

^lurrsij-a^if
Tyagaraja

(2&f& 7<&<t 
Kshetragnar
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MU1510TIQU/ IMAi ID fiM f tfHSJJO 

♦HMJ 0C-01 .al 00*8 . , 8£~~. £1 •

&i TiptJ;
Wl^feou^u^us^ %. .<£Cir,u  Uo&y
ai'Rlj%[ 4»®p ,t m I<jhV

Q^TOs-iit. tt. jrtfi’.; M

*■ - 1  jPx

rc

EACH D AW N  ' • *

HOL DS A PROMISE

-£3*2*$,
i  B'i&miiX

fit*-' ■?$.', g$|

&■/<>$

From a small beginnings we’oe 
grown. From a small textile 
company . . . t o  one o f  India.* s 
leading textile manufacturers. 
From textiles we’oe mooed to 

/  other fields. Into ju te , plastics, 
plywood, dyes, chemicals, and 
more recently, petrochemicals.
Yet there’s more to come.
Each day means something new.

:"Vi I-!';’?.'.-!*' t*nu;
.  te& tcf& M EtW  & & &  h i

ii'ifs.

?? *G &mM,

$w,: &
tiyf f '

*<* **:%■

A X i i
G R O U P  '
M afa tla l House,
Backbay Reclamation, 
B O M B A Y -2 0  B R .

'%!C| V

wt&£i.io&X
V V-1WB. Ai

itq$iD &ni M ittaeU

A1YAM M .a

ftMblfl) MisrSA

’iswa'iiu — an*? — dji&’ntt 
’fcS m w t£i — m8$sJi

« ¥
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AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM
SATURDAY 2 3 -1 2 -7 8  1-00 to 2-30 p.m.

Smt. B. V. Seetba 
Kudantai Sri Balasundaram 

„  R. Ramesh
suifemua 
Varna tn
<surrGi—rrrr Q & ujsuqj)
Vadera daivamu 
ygfsaflfiurrafi) &su &pmsri£> 
Srinivasa tava charanam
<5Trw(3j js rrm
Bngu nan
LDnr gtrresrS)
Ma Janaki
&<2eorr&ii)
Slokam

/5sargv 
Etiruga nannu 

(gmsfliuey 
Kuni Kuniyalu

Vocal 
Violin 
Mridangam

isnri—(§n5l<&&)
Natakurinji
urssiajrjrreifl
Pantuvarali
afTevnrruifluJiT
Kharaharapriya
&e&eorreui5$
Dvijavanti
arrwQurr^l
Kambhoji
/7-nr«t£inr®5?c5><ss
Ragamalika
fSir̂ isrTLJDxrflujn-
Nadanamakriya
P7r«u)fra5l6»«
Ragamalika

urrLLQ 
l3 u).60

LBqfj^w&ib ,

4k©
Adi

Adi
§jl&(T eranh 
Tisra Ekam 
&68WI_<yrr/-/
Khanda Chapu
4£i©
Adi

lS. e&. gprr 
@t—j56s>£ yaf

f&iurr&prregrir
fyagaraja
utTujsrr&Lb Si sum
Papanasam Si van 
Q u ifhu& m fil g tfrrrm  
Periasamy Thooran
^Hurracm ggri
Tyagaraja

Adi

Adi

u$rjrn-&<so (jrns>^rren)rr 
Bhadrachala Ramadas 
iS tjw m m  grtaj&rr 
Prasanna Teerthar

SATURDAY 2 3 -1 2 —78 *vfia£iipmu> 2-30 to 4-30 p m.

Sri Prapancham Sita Ram Flute
„ V. V. Ravi Violin

Tanjore Sri R. Ramadoss Mridangam

surfmsnb 
Varnam
yjf u)Gfflrr&mru$u)
Sri MahagaQapatim
&VlTlLggGUjaiLDm
Samajavaragamana 
(Qirm Quuren)* prr&n 
Gnana mosaga rada 
LDtflGeuQrr 
Marivere 
ertutfl turn—
Evari mata
^)»5^fr/rfrm«w 

, Indiraramana 
pr^a/ib#
Ragbuvamsa 
as&tuxQ^rr^ sy&ifl 
Kaliyugadolu Hari

fBTL-
Nata
Qaswr&rr r  % § 
Gowla

(S&rretrLD 
Hindolam 
y tiftsS'XeoiLjrrmsfl 
Poorvikalyani 
^ m js &  m urrsQ  
Anandabhairavi 
<xrrib(Surr  ̂
Kambhoji
sirrmL-rr
Kanada
x&mraf aptamsutb 
Kadanakutoohalam

f
Jhenjnoti ,

Ljeo<stirri£i(9fifi<so 
i3 ulso

Adi
u9. &rrn 
M. Chapu
4k©
Adi
0U35li)
Rupakam 
lS. &lTLf 

M. Giapu

Adi^  Z Y M  

Adi
41#
Adi

Adi

*IS
ysf upuiQ&w <sr5$rrprTLb 

„ V. V. fr«9 
■SiQ&rr^rt yjf [rirLLprrw

UfT60(Lp[reifi «0S)jr(«S5)
Balamurali Krishna 

Diksnitar
gitLirr&crrTGgrt
Tyagaraja 
gujrrsirrnrgirr 
Tyagaraja 
gltum orr erretoglrfl 
Syama Sastri 
^turrxrrrr^r,
Tyagaraja
^mmLcrr&rrriujrT
Annamacharya
ULLt—msni) grurncsmtu jftutun
Patnam Subramanya lyar 
yp-JB&cr&reivrr 
Purand *ra Dasa
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AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM

SATURDAY 23—12— 1978 &asF!a&i£€S)iL 5*00 to 7-30 p.m.

Sri M. D. Ramanatban 
Chalakkudi 
Sri N. S. Narayanaswamy 

T. V. Gopalakrisbnan

Vocal unLL®

Violin
Mridargam il^^risaib

fg? M. D. rrrruttsrr&eisr 
^rreod^iq.

f in y n u je m e r w m l  

ii T. V. Gxnuneo S'^ei^emar

(eurinsrii) eueisrgrTGof
(Varnam) Vanajaksha

fgjleurray tsesygoth 
Divakaratanujam

r f$ Q a  error 

Ritigoula
rSll-

Adi
sSSsssr (SjuuujujrT 

Veena Kuppayyar

nĵ Kg,eo<3irrLb(SurT̂ I 
Yadukulakatpbhoji Adi

in
Dikshitar

«ueisr<ign6rvesr

Vanajasana Sri

Lnrii&err&yGfm  ......... . t

Mangalacharane
aH fiG & netrus

Hindolam

Qaniflarreurr

Korinavara
y n in u filtu n

Rampriya

u peS I rg _g) 
Padavi ni sadbhaktr

eidneo&murjeQ

Salagabhairavi

e j i l  <3g>er6K3g  

Emi jesitc Todi

y n & ii)

Ragam
— sjjT&snii —■*
— Tangm —

: orrcdq io ‘ neq y

i f  ■ > ■w
m .' .(>v ■ .t/i u • i  .v ■ ■ * ■ - ■

1 t&f&fP&O

0 U « d ) erv& LJuynuj srnerv^lifl 

Rupakam Subbaraya Sastri

Gurjg, gnerurt 

Varada DasarAdi

u i h —essrisr & u y u x m u j ^ u jiu r f  

Rupakam Patnam Subramanya Iyer

& iu nairrng ;rt  

Tyagaraja :Adi

&nn
Chapu

•fiiunaynggrt
Tyagaraja

ueveoeSl — &(ir&ynuyemii> 

Pallavi — Sankarabharanam
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Sri Chamundeswari 
Sugars Limited

I

R e g d . O f f ic e  :

37/1 # Ulsoor Road, 
Bangalore - 560042.

s
2  Phone : 57033 / 34

mjrfo&o

\M ‘i&C 
0vi it

Factory :

K. M. Doddi, 
Maddur Taluk, 
Mandya Dist., 
404 (Mandya)

SI *<

\

Manufacturers o j :

White Crystal Sugar of Fine Quality.

For free market sugar please contact by pen or phone :■
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AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM

SATURDAY 23—12—78 8-00 to 10-30 p.m.

Sri Balamurali Krishna Vocal

Annavarapu Sri Ramaswamy Violin 

Umayalpuram Sri K. Sivaraman Mridangam

umLQ
LSiq-eo

yzj urr&)(Lpp«fl 

^mesreurrn ygf pmosiveumfil

tL.«SHjniurT&rLjpii> 
yjf. &l®jpm£>68r

ttorr^iLoQfQesr
Sadhinchene

^£T^9
Arabi Adi

f&wrrapx&n
Tyagaraja

^ 5^ «u Q lX )® «  gjlflO tT

Tatvameruga tarama
a(nji—&GuesFl
Garudadhwani

0 U « i i>  G iliurratrirggrt

Rupakam Tyagaraja

urreuQ to 
Bhavame

sm S
Kapi Adi

unnsOQpij-eif) <*0G%(gra) 
Balamurali Krishna

jStT8rr*j)
Nccrajakshi

Ĝ mG&rr&TLh
jrlindolam Rupakam Dikshilar

u r f l i u r r  (g l< s o ® )r r (s s ))  

Gathibheda Prija (Tillana)
{jrr&LDrrGB&na
Ragamalikai

urreOQppeifl <s06%<«53) 
Balamurali Krishna

p r r a i b  — g j i r a s r w  — u e o e o e B  — a e o i u r r a wfl 
Ragam — Taram — Pallavi — Kalyani

*
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and ^
harmony
need
concerted
effort

m&mJl m%wam*Q b« 

tmmiimU

wrrK .1  $gB isstp^fipmU

-trsD^Qu^-ucna
. s t r a f e d  beg

TV1S ^ 0  uOi£,i@, ̂%
£gim<»B¥MT

United Commercial Bank
Helping people to help themsdves-profitably
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AT THE T. T.
SUNDAY 24 

Sri C. K. Rarnachandran 
ISpst. V. Vasantba Kantian
Poovalur Sri V. Srinivasan
^ i —Qunrrui- meoCSss 
K d a m o d i galade
w nifiem rrL!& pib‘
H a rih a ra p u tra m
Ufrfiurreouj
P arip ala ya
GrfiTL5I&) g y
Sobhillu
iJtsisigg (Ssorr&esr 
P an kajalo ch an a

-12—1978 
V o ca l 
V io lin  
M ridangam

^/T0 (5<s^
C h a ru k e si

I f  1. fCVMjhjST
V asatita « 1

mrreiiessrueu
S aravan abhava

U 5) LD&m
A ra v in d a  pada m alar
«fisr<sLfl(u
K an akam aya

unjajjeuprretfl 
P a n tu va ra li 
^am (*u)rr® $'stik, m um th  
Jag an m o h in i |  (jjtu p a k a m  
mecuurressfl & itl]
K a ly a n i C h ap u
GtysmQp a, uifi ujrr
S h anm ukap riya A d i 
mm3  *
K a p i A d i
g)t/n~°Cggn)6sfl f 0U «ii
JH useni R up akam

(QrruSjbgym&ipanLD 12-45  p.m . ■ &

u m L Q  C . K . yaf rj-rrmm^^u&sr
i3 iq.&) ytfuaS}! V . eusrojs^rr mesBressrssr
L$(njg!ijmLb y sw /T ^ rr V . usf rfileiirretveifr 'tjjy

^lurrm^rr^rf 
Tyagaraja

D ik S tfta r A #
shea rrGjl 
S w ati T iru n a l

Adi 4

^ 0 3 * Ekarrt

1
A d i

miurrmgrnrmr'r 
T yag a raja  
sheurr^l ^q^rsnetr 
Sw ati T iru n a l
u r r u i s y & w  ffieussr 
Papanasam  S ivan
^ihLjgoLb  « 0 s^(sa5)
A m bujam  K rish n a
shsLirrSdaj j®)0/5rr«ir 
S w athi T iru n a l

W

SUNDAY 2 4 -  
Sri Neyyattinkara Vasudevan

12- -78  (QrruSji)giimSilipes)LD 

V o ca l u rrL -®

2-15  to 4-15

„  Mysore N. Nagaraj 
„  Velukutty Nair
yaf LDamrr m estru^ib  
S ri M ahagan apatim
ygf euijeti^ijSl
S ri V a ra la k sh m i 
QpQtspigji Qeufli 0 js /jn r  
N anendu ved aku tu ra
u rr& S  urreuft urreuiesfiiQ  
p a h i P ahi P avanangi

^jfL_/T(Sg)
A tan a

(flf
Sri

p.m.
QrsuJturr&glsbrmrrir 

yaf eurrm-vQ^eiiesr 
V io lin  iJ ifs u  s5»LD««-@/r yaf N . /5rr«/77rgg 
M ridangam  lAqif&mimil (S s u c ^ L - if  ygf K . rsnriurf

mmsw-&[T LDGunrrrrrrgrT
A d i M ysore M a h a ra ja
0U<95LD
R upakam  D ik sh ita r

& 'U T m jr r ^ f
A d i Tyagaraja
,^ ® )  ( ^ jp - ^ s a ) ! —) K .  C . (om&euL9sfT3stT
A d i (Tisrana) K . C . K esava P illa i

<95TJ5rr£_« QusimTm
K a rn a ta k a  Behag
^ifeSmeoiurresifl 
PoorW K a iy a a i

jjiu jsgtu u^tsjsrru
Taya faya Padm anabha 

u r rm u  
JC ripaya p a k y a  
W *£l ereuGprr 
S u k h i evaro
ffl/jr/6/r£rj®
V a ra n a ra d a

■ $>aregi urreSUbu 
N ann u p alim p a 

^ rrm u in reS lein m  - mCSeorrmth 

R a g am alik a  -  S lokam

Jawali

ID 533%  5/0  "1 , V  
M am rangu

<=?£§>
A d i

-«ro a; ^ )0  5  r m  
Sw ati T iru n a l

^ /r0 /3 « ^
C h a ru k e si

errLf
C h ap a

eh suit $  ^ )0 j5 rr sir 
Sw athi T n iru n a l

mrreoru-rr
K an ad a A d i

tjfrturrmrrrrgjrr 
Tyagaraja y;.

aS ^ojygf
V ijayasree A d i

^nunrmprrrggrr
T yagaraja

(ZtjnrTGunmib
M ih a n a m A d i

&tU,TmtJTTgg ft
T yagaraja

aa-’W  -;1: "
S u rati A di

*
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\M\th the compliments

of

M  %

nM

is: j a Ofctisz a
m'isbii^kV nwia&tKffslfl

i 1 -
irtugatt J4  safcAjfNi

\  di^cnETti  ̂ ntM.. <u
l S? ; r;  ■,

i. Q- to&i'ft&t;

T A T A  E N T E R P R I S E S !.V U»
I fiV Jll BY-

T\U Y.URJ

n^0uim & 
oififd rf:
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THE MUSIC ACADEMY, MADRAS - FIFTY-SECOND CONFERENCE, 19%

AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM 

SUNDAY 24— 12—78 (QrruSIjbrpi&&ifics>Lb 5-00 to 7-30 p.m.

10U>j0 M. S. *UL|50 l̂^ — uiril©

«̂ jip̂ Qifl6n)6uiri£l —  i%60

10 T. K. (spir̂ l̂ —  u&l©£iw«ib

10 V. jBiHMrirgar — «© ô-ir

Smt. M. S. Subbulakshmi —  Vocal

Sri Kandadevi Alagiriswamy —  Violin

Sri T. K. Murthy —  Mridangam

Sri V. Nagarajan —  Kanjira

• ■ •if?' ;■ - (■ ' . r„W .

,

a im u  ai4AiY3i s i f \ i  ;

[AMT£D OOd SAtf 2 1 0 ^ 5 ^
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c£& } W - r£SS>eSS»J

iT TA I

Strike t  Partnership for Profit

WITH
0 J jT iy  —  B i^ ® c e u u -i6 . . 3  .IVS

(fcjajgj E»ftS-jwfii» &
ApHOK LEY LAND

c o m e t , Vi k i n g , c h e e t a h ; b e a v e r

HIPPO AND TITAN

DOUBLE DECK* CHASSIS
M  .Jm 8

r n s g n s b h i

s i l tn i

gg{A iv d b B b n s)!  i ‘i3

\A M  i i8

ASHOK LEYLAMD LIMITED

EISJNORE — MADRAS - 6 0 0  057

i

g y g t »
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THE MUSIC ACADEMY, MADRAS - FIFTY-SECOND CONFERENCE, 1978

I

AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM

SUNDAY 24— 12—78 (gjrruSjbrpi&S'ipsnu) 8-00 to 10-30 p.m. , |

Sri N. Ramani /  Flute nso6orriki(̂ ip60 yaf N. fTLflcaafi

Tirupparkkadal Sri Veeraraghavan Violin /J/fw @®uurrjb&i-6V effppir&aieir

Tanjore Sri Upendran Mridangam yaf c_Coupppm

' $

tu rfem ib  % ’ 

Yarn am
eup-rrafi

Varali Adi
$ ($ Q a }n jb $ \u ,n  & lurrm iu iurf 

Tiruvotriyur Thyagaiyar

4/af fftmm rr 

Sri Sankara
; ' jBrr&erosupTr&jerfl 

Nagaswaravali
0Li<SU)

Rupakam
LDQjnrr &S)6u Sjmrmrg, j/fiu tu ri

Maha Vaidyanatha Iyer

&rr€&LDrreSI(gf®
Ganamalinchi

aeoiurrassr suetvpgih  

Kalyana Vasantam Adi
urreOQprjtrf} <*®a^<gfS)

Baiamurah Krishna

uggGtr u&  
Bhajare Bhaja

«  ear car/_ 

Kannada '* x|

t/5. &ITLJ

M. Chapu
^ lu n x jn ^ tf

Tyagaiaja

urreoQ&rrurreo

Balagopala
stourreB
Bhairavi Adi

J jg & flfilt

Diksmtar
9 9  13 (•**. * A ) ^  yjjjp * ^

Kanakasaila
Lj&srt@S)&eu[rrT6ifl l

Pannagavarali Adi

|  5 /
tPiturruirr &rr6h>fHj![fl 

Syama Sastri
t * - #  * I m

p iT & ih  — grresnh  ■

Ragam —  Tanam
— LJ 606063

— Pallavi

• . ■ m i  

— GLDrrpmesrLb

— Mohanam

-  Miscellaneous 
LLmja&TLb — Mangalam

k . ’

H M p 4

K‘ f t
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• </r ..̂i—«*»• ' iff r-i i» „

AT THE T. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM

MONDAY 25—12—78 jgtiii&LLSlifieaw 1-00 to 2-30 p.m.

*iriu£ifl inrgy,n- 

$<5?ir§y,ir S. «0̂ uriD6wrujOTr
(S«(rL.®6iiir^ujib

tfil0^raj«ii)

Smt. Gayatri Rajapur

Thanjavur Sri S. SubramanianY /
Gottuvadyam

Mridangam

■ M f
Jr

\  C si

MONDAY 25— 12—1978 §dtii«LL£iifi6t>u> 2-30 to 4-3© p.m.

m m  \
gj P. K. iTQjBn'# urrasû iT

\ J r

j i I ¥ j m u ^ m  i !
M / /Y j  j

** J j sruai<$# e-U0TUJir6n)th| 
6ii6TT6ifl «6biurr6wni>

w

Sri P. K. Raghunatha Bhagavatar Harikatha

Vallikalyanam

D A





Bharatanatyam

am Nattuvangam*
Vocal
Mridangam 
Flute 
Veena 

Sarma Violin 
ir Special effects

Tacnbura
3T«A 12 f2JHOO HOI

^,rri3
Arabhi

— .....— ..............................-
1'

YI'll^l - 8AJK3AM A D A  3I8UM
MY, MADRAS - FIFTY-SECOND CONFERENCE, 1978

nw <!isr*

r. T. KRISHNAMACHARI AUDITORIUM

DAY 25—12—78 îmisaLSiipstsym 5-00 to 7-30 p.m.
OH IY ” 1 • J a  Jo.

upr̂ i5rTLLuf.ujLb sweorr
msumBit^so '

r5LLQeurrr5J&ib ysf K. rxfT^pJtQSW
urrC.($\ ysftDSjj) S. /̂rGrjg&Glfl
ti0 /̂5/<35tb yaf CJ&mSl  ̂.
Ljeoeorr,ib(3jip®) ,, Qeuiii&LLrrrrw
effSswr ,, rrmcrrireij
euiueSleisr „ srffgrrym n ertum

<£igs)ldul] „ Qaeirrf &m&vr
gU LLyrr ......... „ 00fffTuS)

s m h  ( S u s r r e m o r i b  

Mohanam
ttuvam

,2>i0,10M MS 
xemu. #rrL]
K. Chapu

sn)TsusO0
Sarvalaghu

■

tji&fAisR
Ranjani

rrrraiU>iTeSlffl&
Chatur Ragamalika

/̂T0(3<S5& ^
Charukesi Adi

ps fgahSofth-oiuii ni V

g)flDL.Ooiftir —

Ifa  MAIGVH 8A O U J o  
k|#;j vadaaoR - arifeeM U 

i fill. A. A

jU rrsb^Ly. ggiupfruieiff
Lalgudi Jayaraman

i
rT -EADU.I y

at!

intermission
G f6 0 0 d -£ iM E O /

pujrr&fjnsQTT
Tyagaraja
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A iELEVEN 
ELECTRIFYING 
ADVANTAGES 
FROM 
LUCAS-TVS

SWITCHES, IGNITION COILS, STARTERS, 

REGULATORS, DYNAMOS, HORNS, DISTRIBU 

WIPER MOTORS, HEAD-LAMPS, ALTERNATO\_nv& t''Qv,
AND FLASHERS jdi '

q  mm b*»

Sold and serviced by :

o LUCAS INDIAN SERVICE LIMITED
Madras — Bombay — Calcutta — Delhi — Bangalore 
And

T. V. SUNDRAM IYENGAR & SONS LIMITED
Madurai and All its Branches

LUCAS-TVS — your guarantee of reliability in auto-electrical equipment

LUCAS-TVS LIMITED
I n o ia a if r rw ln !  

PADI, MADRAS -600050
TOStV\)*>'TUJ®.

iMb... -




